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Territorial Institutions Have Personal Friend of President Found to Be More Difficult
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It Is to Reclaim Eighteen

He Thinks the Outlook for State- Six Barrels of Chloride of Lime One of the Best Equipped Prop- - Yesterday It Was Eighty in the Wealthy Chinamen in Chicago
hood Is SatisfactoryArrives
Fail to Overcome Stench
Believed to Be in Back of
erties in Republic Is
Shade, Today It Is Below
of Dead Mules.
Here Sunday.
Wrecked.
Freezing.
Conspiracy.

Thou-san- d

Acres on La
Bajada Grant.
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Washington, D. C. Feb. 4. John J.
Vertrees of Nashville, leader of the
Tennessee bar. a Democrat and . a
warm personal friend of President
Taft, has been asked to take charge
of the case for the "defense" in the
Ballinger-Pincho- t
congressional investigation. He is now on his way to
Washington to consult with Attorney
General Wickersham and the officials
of the land office. He probably also
will confer with Mr. Taft. The department of the interior will be represented by three attorneys in the congresS.
bonds
U.
$5,000;
$42,558.66;
drafts,
"bank stocks $9,400; other securities sional investigation of the Ballinger-Pincho- t
controversy". It was announc$97,528; due from other banks and
trust companies $87,670.82; real es- ed today, that Secretary Ballinger had
tate and bank furniture and fixtures chosen; a chief counsel and two associates.
$285,815; checks and cash Items
Statehood Outlook More Favorable.
cash on hand $1,206,660.04;
other resources $87,207.81. The lia- Special to The New Mexican.
Washington, D. C. Feb. 3. Goverbilities are itemized and totaled as
nor
Curry leaves Washington tonight
stock
follows:
$1,166,901;
Capital
on
surplus $124,001.41; undivided profits and expects to arrive in Santa Fe
Sunday. He deems the statehood out
$63,830.67; unpaid dividends $4,047.67;
The statehood
look more favorable.
deposits subject to check
time deposits $1,266,982.23; bill has been given the first place on
due other banks $52,370.25; other lia- the Republican legislative program.
Favorable Report on Ship Subsidy
bilities $44,878.95.

Auditor
Territorial
Traveling
Charles V. Safford has completed his
summary of the statements of territorial banks and trust companies on
banks
December 31. 1909. Thirty-eigh- t
resources
of
total
a
showing
reported
of and lDao"ities of $6,101,271.60, an
increase ove- - the statement of June
30, 1909, of $423,515.04. Resources are
and totaled as follows:
itemized
Loan on real estate $554,374.68; on
collateral security $762,646.71; loans
overand discounts $2,116,403.37;

$56,-969.1-

$3,378,-259.2-

3;

Bill.

Incorporation.
Incorporation papers were filed today by the Naravisa Methodist Episcopal church of Naravisa, Quay county. The incorporators and trustees
are: R. E. Cloninger, L. D. Stith. O.
O. Gregg, T. J. Graham. C. W. Gilbert.
Notary Public Appointed.
Acting Governor Nathan Jaffa today
appointed Rumaldo A. Duran of Lincoln county, a notary public.
Water Application Approved.
The office of the territorial engineer
today approved the application of
Levi A. Hughes of Santa Fe. for the
surplus waters to fill a reservoir at
the junction of Cieneguilla, Bonanza
and Santa Fe rivers, fourteen mjles
south of 'Santa Fe. the reservoir to
have a capacity of 22,611 acre feet and
the waters from which are to reclaim
18,000 acres of the La Bajada grant
The dam is to be 155 feet high and is
to cost $155,000. It is to he of concrete. The approval is subject to
iprior and community rights and is acquiesced in by J. W. Raynolds and
G. W. Prichard who had filed on a reservoir site just above that filed on by
Mr. Hughes.

Feb. 3 The
Washington,
Humphrey ship subsidy bill was ordered favorably reported today by the
house committee on merchant marine
and fisheries by a vote of ten" to
D.

FUNERALS TODAY EIGHT OTHERS

THIRTY-EIGH- T

C.

Cherry, 111., Feb. 3. After three!
days' of incessant labor' only four
hundred feet of many miles of sub- terranean passages of tha St. Paul
mine have been opened, and it is
problematical when the hundred and
sixty-seve- n
bodies will be brought to
the surface. Rocks as large as steam- er trunks are piled as high as the
roof, and it may take' weeks to clear
the levels.
Bodies Recovered.
Fifty-on- e
Primero, Feb3. While the bodies
of thirty-eight- r
victims of Monday's
explosion vy the Primero coal mine
are being ydd to rest in the cemetery
Trinidd, today, the miners who
beam working in the mine two
days and nights continued the work
of searching for bodies. Early this
morning, one more body was recov- The
ered, making a total of fifty-onwork on the inside of the shattered
mine today was made horrible by
odor of decaying bodies of mules,
Six barrels of chloride of lime was
scattered through the mine passages,
even with that, the rescuing par- ties were sickened by the awful
It is believed that the
stench.
bodies of twenty-fou- r
miners are still
buried under tons of coal and rock,
Some of these may never be recovr
ered. An inquest under the direction
of Coroner Guilfoil, began this morn- ing ia the little Catholic church.

WERE MAIMED ALL OF TEXAS
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i

dis- San Antonio, Texas, Feb.
from
to
the
Eagle
Express
patch
pass, Texas, says:
bodies had
At nightfall sixty-eigh- t
been recovered from "the Palau mine
of the S. Coahuila Coal Company in
the state of Coahuila, Mexico, where
an explosion occurred yesterday. Be- sides the dead, eight wounded have
been brought to the surface.
While an accurate estimate of the
number at work wnen the explosion
occurred is not yet possible, it is be- lieved that only a few, if any, are
still in the mine,
The cause of the explosion is prob-a- t
lematical although it is thought prob-hav- e
able that gas was ignited by the
striking of a match by one of the
miners.
The Palau mine is considered one
of the best equipped of Mexican
mines.
Exploration into the workings con-th- e
tinued tonight.
After an official report showing that
the three dead, twelve additional bod-bu- t
ies were recovered bringing the total
while three others
up to sixty-fiv- e
have died in the hospitals, making
the grand total of victims thus far
sixty-eigh-

Louisville,

IS

Feb. 3.

SHIVERING

The

spring-lik- e

weather of the last two days "in the
south and southwest has given place
to rain and much lower temperatures,
In some parts of Texas, where the
thermometer yesterday registered in
the neighborhood of eighty, freezing
weather prevails today. Rain is fall- ing at nearly all points east of the
Mississippi and south to the gulf, and
will be followed before nightfall by
much colder weather.

Washington, Feb. 3. A lively political debate occupied nearly the entire time of the House yesterday dur-- ,
ing the consideration of a bill to
amend the census law, so as to provide
an enumeration of animals slaughtered in country butchering establishments and of hides produced in such

establishments.
Mr. Crumpacker of Indiana, explained that this amendment was to
give accurate information on a subject upon which there had been much
political speculation.
With this amendment and others
providing for an enumeration of land
under irrigation and in regard to irrigation projects, the hill was passed.
Reading a letter said to have been
written by Representative Crowe of
Missouri, telling one of his constituents that if he should receive an
as a census enumerator he
would have to ascertain the relative
strength of "insurgents" and regular
Republicans, Representative Robinson
of Arkansas attacked the census bill.
The letter was in the form of a
newspaper clipping and contained the
statement that the work the census
enumerator would have to do would
be "such as any enthusiastic Republican will be glad to do and not in any
way conflict with your duty as an
enumerator."
It also stated that this work would
he outlined to the candidate before
his appointment so that he need not
accept the appointment if he did not
desire to do what was asked of him.
Still reading from the letter, Mr.
Robinson quoted a statement to the
effect that the writer wanted to know
whether the voters were "insurgents"
or regulars and whether their disaf- fection was great enough to take them
out o tne party altogether.
Representative Bartholdt of Mis-- !
souri, calling attention to the absence

t.

An explosion occurred
in No. 3
coal mine of the Lsper- -

shaft of the

anzas Mining Company and is attrib- uted to the ignition of gas from the
flame of a miners cigaret.
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Chicago, Feb. 3. Two additional
arrests in Chicago yesterday following
closely on those of a Chinaman and
a white woman, disclosed what is
believed by the government authorities to be an extensive opium smuggling conspiracy. The plot involves
smuggling opium on a large scale
across the Mexican
border at El
Paso. More arrests
are expected
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MOVED

store and that therefore the
would have to be moved also.
rims set the "red tape" machine
in
motion and there was an exchange
of letters between the
department
and the postmaster which seemed to
the latter interminable. Finally, an
order came to the postmaster to measure the distance from the present site
to the proposed site and a promise
to send an inspector to report on the
matter. The postmaster, who
a
German, simply indorsed across the
order "Moved Alreatty," and sent it
back to Washington.
This reminds one of the hard time
the postmaster at Buckman 18 miles
from Santa Fe had to get rid of his
post-offic-

job.

Buckman

T

non-partisa- n

.
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Turkey Threatens Invasion
of Greece If Faith Is Not
Kept in Crete
QDITIQU PI PPT I FAVFR Mil Ti
Ulll I IUII I LLLI LLfllLU HiriLln

It Will Anchor at Piraeus, the
Port of Entry of City of
Athens.
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lumber was being cut on the Ranion
Vigil grant, but one fine day timber
cutting operations ceased and the
population deserted Buckman. The
postmaster sent in his resignation,
The
asking for speedy acceptance.
usual red tape routine was followed
and days and weeks and months dragged along and the postmaster could
not get relieved. He was getting lonely, there were no revenues but catalogues, papers and other mail began
to accumulate. Finally he put his
postoffice in his grip and took it to
Santa Fe for deposit at the Santa Fe
office. Whether he was ever officially
relieved of his position is not known,
but mail addressed to Buckman
is
still being received at the Santa Fe
office. The postmaster at Cienega in
this county had a similar experience
and only recently were his bondsmen
discharged from their obligation.
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POSTOFFICE
WITHOUT AUTHORITY

Recently a postmaster in Lincoln
county notified the postoffice department that he intended to move his

EIS

three-cornere-

MADE

here and in Texas. Wealthy Chinamen are believed to be, engineers of
LIVELY DEBATE OVER
The four under arrest
ADDITIONAL CENSUS'BILL. the scheme.
here are Charley Yee, keeper of a
to Chinese restaurant; Yee F. Sam,
House Passes it After Listening
alias "George Pill," the Chinese head-waitCharges of Partisans Activity of
in the restaurant of Chow Gah
in
the
Certain Congressmen
Hong, Hortense Webb and R. J.
Matter.
Presf, a railway brakeman.

seven.
Enlarged Homesteads in New Mexico. DISTINGUISHED CHURCHMEN
Washington, Feb. 3. ApproximateVISIT SANTA FE. TARIFF FIGHT SEEMS
ly 769,167 acres of land were desigTO HAVE BEEN AVERTED.
as
open
nated by Secretary Ballinger,
Kendrick and Rev. W. E. WarBishop
under the enlarged homestead act. Of
ren of Episcopal Church Here
Rapid Progress is Being Made
this amount 672,840 acres are in Wyon Business.
Negotiations Between Germany
oming, 54,540 in Montana, and 61,767
and United States.
in New Mexico.
Two distinguished churchmen of
afIn aid of proposed legislation
the Episcopal church are in the cUy
Berlin, Feb. 3. It was officially an
fecting the disposal of water power
and are guests ot the local nounced today that the tariff negotia
today
withsites, the secretary temporarily
rector, the Rev. F. D. Pratt. tions had made such progress that a
drew from all forms of entry or dis- - Episcopal
are
Rt. Rev. J. M. Kendrick. bill for the regulation of trade bethe
They
jposal 3,661 acres along Clark Fork bishop of Arizona and New Mexico, tween Germany and the United States
Mont'ana and Idano,
who resides at Phoenix, and the Rev. has been passed by the federal counProposed legislation affecting the W. E.
Warren, rector of the Episcopal cil, and would be introduced in the
use and disposition of petroleum dein Albuquerque.
church
Reichstag this afternoon.
caused
domain
on
the
public'
posits
It is therefore believed that Gerto
some
to
came
attend
here
They
Mr. Ballinger also to withdraw temgeneral tariff will not be apmany's
matters
with
connected
the
land
CaliEpisin
acres
of
land
448,000
porarily
to
American imports after Febplied
a
will
later
church
attend
and
fornia, making the, total area of pe- copal
ruary 7, as would have been the
troleum withdrawals in California to meeting of the trustees organization case
had the diplomatic
exchanges
of their church.
date 2,400,453 acres.
Former Governor Prince showed the failed.
$65,000 for Fort Bayard.
Washington, Feb. 3. The secretary bishop and the rector through some
of the treasury has submitted a letter interesting buildings today including SHORTAGES SEEMED REGULAR
THING ON BIG FOUR.
to Congress with a copy of a com-T- the Palace. Bishop Kendrick today exBOOZE SELLING DRUG STORES
BE PROSECUTED, munication of the secretary of war, pressed his pleasure at being in Santa
of Fe where there is so much to see Warriner Assumed Indebtedness of
Colorado Springs, Feb. 3. War on recommending an appropriation
$10,500 of His Predecessor
the
drug stores has $65,000 for water supply at Fort Bay- - than even Phoenix, famed as a resort,
When He Took Charge.
been declared by Mayor H. F. Avery, ard, N. M.
does not possess.
r
Police Commissioner E. C. F.
Brother of Delegate Andrews III.
Cincinnati, O., Feb. 3. Charles L.
and Chief Stephen Armstrong.
Colonel Wesley Andrews, brothsr
the convicted former local
Warriner,
to
Patrolmen were given authority
0f Delegate Andrews, is seriously ill
treasurer of the Big Four railroad,
L
make raids and it was given out that with pneumonia and is not expected
today testified in the case against
several places of business were under to live. He is private secretary to
Mrs. Jeanette Stewart Ford, charged
Mr.
the ban of suspicion.
Senator Penrose, and is 72 years old.
with blackmail, that Frank D. Com- - of his colleague, Mr. Crowe, said
himself
Substitute for Conservation Movement
Crowe
for
T
spoke
UNVEILED
evidently
tnrtr hio
qo treflQiirer
tne ap"
Washington, iFeb. 3. The Senate
sue- - on,y and in no way sl'oke for
was
when
short
Warriner
$10,500
committee on public lands yesterday
census.
the
of
power
ceeded him. "I assumed the shortage Pointing
reported a substitute for two adminine director oi me census wuuiu
Is
Tenth Anniversary as art of my own," added Warriner, authorize
istration bills authorizing the presi Today
no man to give such infordent to withdraw from entry public
said Mr. Bartholdt. "He
Kenmation,"
of
Assassination
of
IN
DOUBLE MURDER
lands, for conservation purposes.
wrote
without authority. He
the
letter
ARIZONA TOWN.
The decision to report such a meastucky's Governor
his authority in rep- exerted
merely
Douarlas.
R.
Knvkendall rnrlp into
ure was reached after several hearadministration.
Arizona, yesterday and gave word that resenting the
ings in which the necessity for the
Mr- Booher ot Missouri,
said he
and Jesus Bara had killed his
Ignacio
Profoundly Touched by Mani- legislation was attacked and defendE DF
would offer an amendment to the
at
Owen
and
Plumb,
Ernest,
brother,
ed in spirited controversy.
festations of American
pending bill imposing a fine of $1,000
United action was impossible today
or imprisonment for the year upon any
helms.
An
with
automobile
Judge
when the question of reporting the Brother Who Devoted Life to
Generosity
Rice, District Attorney Williams and censug employe who should ask any
bill was taken up. A
Laid
Assassins
Down
Constable Clark raced to the camp, person any question relating to nis
Hunting
on
In the
fight has been carried
Meantime neighbors had found the politics.
to His Rest,
IS FALLING
RAPIDLY committee for some time, the factions
SEINE
"Does the gentleman think that the
two
young men lying in the grass,
bewere made up of Senators who
of commerce and labor was
both
unconscious.
Without
secretary
warning
lieve that the President, under existFrankfort, Ky., Feb. 3. The marble the assassins lifted their axes, and in any way responsible for these
to
withdraw and bronze monument erected above
Food and Clothing Is Being Sup- ing law has authority
down their employers.
The ments by Mr. Crowe?" inquired Rep- lands from public entry Senators who the grave of William Goebel in the
plied to Quarter Million
father
of
Sam
resentative Gardner (Mass.), address- one,
aged
Kuykendall,
mm
such
have been in favor of giving
was unveiled to- state
,
here,
cemetery
fl
sent.
Paris.
at
He
started
bl,
inr Mr. Ronher.
People
power but who have contended that day, the tenth anniversary, of his as- t0 run ln the direction of the wagon
-rRSflll,ion to be voted on
numerous acts of Farmer .president
nnet nAininHintn
no
vuiirwucuto win na wnere mere were guns,
tisiiia.Liuij-to inquire of the secretary whether
Paris, Feb. 3. The river Seine con- Roosevelt were illegal and Senators ceremony of unveiling, the body of The old man stumui'ed
into a well
tinues its recession. The gauge today against such authority being confer- his brother, Arthur Goebel, who de- - ana narrowly escaped drowning, then that is the case," responded Mr.
red
executive.
Booher.
the
upon
voted his life after the assissination hid in the bushes. He returned later
showed a depth of nearly five feet
In an extended speech, Mr. Sims
bemen
he
to find his son and Plumb, dying and
to the effort to convict the
from the crest. Foreign relief con- OPERATORS AND MINERS
declared if a
(Tenn)
lieved guilty of the murder, and who then crawled through the' bushes in
ADJUSTING WAGE SCALE.
census
was
desired the administration
tributions, now exceed $450,000. It is
to
the dark to notify neighbors. Young
died just after his work had come
should appoint Republicans and Demoestimated that food and clothing are
that
to
laid
a
was
rest
beside
in
his
arrived
Kuykendall
wagon,
An Initial Difference of Twenty Cents naught,
head terribly cut, and died in a hos crats to do the work of the census.
of his brother.
being, supplied to a quarter million
a Ton at Beginning of ConGaines
(W. Va.),
pital early this morning. Plumb was Representative
persons in Paris and immediate viference.
(Ind),
and
(Ky.),
Crumpacker
Lanley,
CENT
left at camp.
HUNDRED PER
cinity. A high official speaking today
enumeration
said that a
Toledo, O., Feb. 3 With an Initial
RAISE IN DIAMONDS.
of the generosity of Americans re- difference between them, amounting
of the census would be made if ReMRS MARY BLAIR BROKAW
- to
exto
Press
Associated
the
quested
twenty cents a. ton, the operators Retail Price of the Dazzle rs Will Be
GETS $18,000 ALIMONY. publicans only were appointed.
'The man they appointed in Chi- press to the American people the deep and miners of the district comprisTen Instead of Five Dollars
'
their
created
by
sympathy ing the Ohio, Indiana and western
impression
a Karat.
New
Feb. 3. Mrs. Mary Blair ca& as supervisor was not a RepubliMann
(111.),
Mr.
?ln France. He said: "The French Pennsylvania coal fields met here to- New York, Feb. 3. Another blow Brokaw,York,
can
at
all"
said
today was granted a separa"Was he a Democrat?" asked Mr.
government and the French people day to adjust the wage scale for a has been struck at the poor man's tion from her. husband, W. Gould
diaThe
Rucker
alike have been touched by the pro- new contract beginning April 1.
retail
of
(M.).
the
was
pocketbook.
millionaire and
Brokaw,
price
The conference is of widespread im monds is to be raised five to ten dol- - awarded alimony of $18,000. The de- "We call him a Democrat," retorted
found expressions of sympathy and
liberal contributions pouring in from portance as on any agreement here lars a karat because of the advance of cislon .was handed down in the su- - Mr. Mann.
per cent in wages just granted preme court at Mineola by Justice
abroad, but none has aroused quite will be based a settlement of all other 12
Charging that a rule of the census
the same sense of gratitude as those bituminous districts.
A disagree- by the Maiden Lane diamond mer- Putnam before whom the case was provided that in the south negroes
from the people of the sister republic ment, according to the miners, will chants to the American Diamond Cut- tried. The separation was granted
'
on the ground of desertion.
ters' Protective Association.
.
across the sea.''
result in a general strike.,
(Continued on Page Eight.)
j
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Malta, Feb. 3. British battleship
Duncan, the flagship of Rear Admiral
Sir George Astely Callaghan, second
in command of the British Mediterranean fleet, with the cruisers Lancaster, Minerva and Barham, and four'
torepdo boat destroyers have left
here for Pireaus, the port of Athens,
Greece.

The despatch, of these vessels is
indicative of the determination of the
interested powers. Great Britain, Russia, France and Italy, to assure a
strict adherance to the agreement
under which the international forces
were withdrawn from Crete. At that
time the Cretans solemnly promised
to take no steps against the sovereignty of Turkey, but recent developments
at Athens have made Turkey believe
that the Cretans were to be admitted
to the Greek National Assembly and
Turkey assured the powers that such
action would be regarded as a casus
belli. It Is evident that the powers do
not propose to permit anything to
threaten peace in the near future. ;
.
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Wheat

Old

Imperial
Jersey Cream

ROUND

SOUR STOMACH

UP.

LIFE AND TIME.
(Henry Dumont, Feb. National Magazine.)
A shadow is our little hour,
Within Life's lifted light;
A shifting of the lamp, and lo!
The shadow sleeps in night.

Four

Pansy

DAILY

A

pressure at the heart is life;
the eye;

A longing in

Bobolink

unspoken, quivering
Upon the lips a sigh.
A sunbeam on a billow's crest
That dries when falls the wave;
A breath of evanescent wind
Blown over Summer's grave.
If life so brief a thing may be
How firmly should we hold
The treasure that is ours today,
The noontide with" its gold!
For all we hold of life and time
May suddenly depart
When Death's voice, passionate and

AIsoVAFIETY FRESH YEAST
WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
WITH
ALL
CASH PURCHASES

i

Winter Grocery Co.
f y
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

strong,

Calls to the wayward heart.

No. 40

IW!'ffMiH!JieffflHMBW

CAUL AjSD SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

Yankee Mines to Reopen Word
conies from Yankee, Colfax county,
that the coal mines at that point are
to resume after long idleness.
Runaway Coal Cars Cause Accident
Runaway coal cars at Hebron, Colfax county, dashed into another train
and Conductor Maitland, who was ou
the runaway cars, was thrown out into
a field and severly injured,
Died at Insane Asylum Mrs. Mary
Agnes Pennington, a patient at the
.New Mexico Insane Asylum at Las
Vegas, died on Monday evening.
Married at Bisbee Today John H.
(Lester of Deming, brother of Probate
Clerk Lee O. Lester, was married at
Bisbee, Arizona, today, to Miss Fav
Xewell.
Forest Law Officer Resigns H. B.
Jameson has resigned as law officer
of the forest service for the Albu-- j
querque district and will open an office in the Duke City.
Delinquent Taxes of Antonio Ortiz
Grant In the district court at Las
Vegas, District Attorney C. W. G.
Ward has filed suit for $12,000 delin-- I
quent taxes against the Antonio Ortiz
grant.
Household Remedies
which have stood the test of time de
serve a place in the medicine chest of
every family. Mothers are today administering to their children the remedies their grandmothers used.
For thirty years, Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, made from roots
and herbs, has been curing the women
of this country from the worst form
of female ills, and merit alone could
have stood such a test of time and
won such an enviable record,
j

j

'8

!8

j

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated
China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

S.

MANUFACTURER

Spitz

j

JEWELER

J

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

&

FURRIER

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
General
FRANK F GORMLEY Merchandise
Phone Black 19

436 Canon Road

SANTA FE, N. M.

gomery was acquitted in the district
of"
court. at'Estancia on Tuesday
the charge of assault with a deadly
weapon but pleaded guilty to assault
land was fined $25 and costs.
Deputy District Clerk for Torrance
Earl
County "U. S. Commissioner
Scott has been appointed deputy district clerk for Torrance county and
is acting for the district clerk today,
who is quite sick and unable to
to the duties of his office. Mr.
Scott is a good and efficient man and
we are glad that he received the appointment. Shake, brother Scott."
Estancia Daily Herald.
Drunkenness Given as Cause for
Divorce
Petition At Albuquerque,
Louis C. Wardwell, Jr., filed a petition
in district court, asking for divorce
from his wife Jane Henley Wardwell,
to whom he was married on July 30,
1905.
He characterizes his wife as
"an idle and dissolute person" and
!says she has been in the company of
other men, frequenting brothels and
dives where liquor is sold, and charges her with adultery and habitual

Undertaker and Embalmer
J.

171

D. MULLIGAN

TMT7l AT C

RKSIDENCK

RED

NIGHT PHONK
PICTURE

FRAMING

TRY OUR

188

d

Given Carefu
Personal Attention
Ren iia
office
PHONE

TASTEFULLY AND

AIU1S

SATISFACTORILY

DONE.

Ma lea
Also Good for Chickens
(IlllKl

SOLE AGENTS

drunkenness.

There is more Catarrh in this section of the country than all other diseases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to be incurable. For a great many years doctors
pronounced it a local disease and prescribed local remedies, and by constantly failing to cure with local treat-
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ment,
it incurable.
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Science has proven catarrh to be a
constitutional disease and therefore
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constitutional treatment.
requires
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, is
the only constitutional cure on the
market. It is taken internally In doses
from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
It
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. They offer
one hundred dollars for any case it
fails to cure. Send for circulars and
testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHEXEY & CO.,
Toledo. Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

stipation.

Established 1856.

"I used Cascarets and feel like a new
man. I have been a sufferer from dyspepsia and sour stomach for the last two
years. I have been taking medicine and
other drugs, but could find no relief only
for a short time. I will recommend
Cascarets to my friends as the only thing
for indigestion and sour stomach and to

Denver. Coin. PVh

N

S

Pnro.

Incorporated 1903.

COMMENCING MONDAY JANUARY 17.
and ' continuing. for two
weeksl;only;our entire line

CITY TOPICS

cast for Xew Mexico: Fair to- night; fair and cold in west
portion Friday fair weather.

Muslin Underwear

K
X
X
X

We have marked these
goods down 8Dd
will be sold below the manufacture cost. they
Every
thing in the line c ffered is bright and stylish.
Come early aid make your selection while
the
siock is complete and get the best value ever
the people of Santa Fe.

Woman's Aid Society The members of the Woman's Aid Society will
meet at 2:30 o'clock tomorrow afternoon at the home of Mrs. Frank Nud-inGuild to Meet The members of the
Episcopal Guild will meet at 2:30
o'clock tomorrow afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Blandy, on Mitchell

cflf-irt- d

street.

Three Bears Coming
Associate
Manager Stanton, of the Elks theater,
received word today that the Alaskan
Company which will play here Wednesday night carries three carloads of
scenery, a number of trained Esquinio
dogs and three bears. The bears are
a'ive and will take part in the play.
Mr. Stanton says that he has been
asked if the seats near the doors will
be at a premium when the bears come
out on the stage.
Marriage Licenses Issued Probate
Clerk George W. Armijo has issued
a number of marriage licenses this
week. They are as follows: Estefani-t- a
Rivera and Ramona Garcia; Juan
I. W.
Lujan and Juanita Lucero;
Worth and Pearl Polard; Algi Slaughter and Leonora Polard; Lin Mackey
and Gertrude Davis; George W. With-ruand Fanny Borrego; Jose de Je-- j
sus Romero and Beatriz Quintana;
Salmon Montoya and Devari Rodri-- J
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PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to cure
con- - any case Of Itching, Blind Bleeding or Pro.
trudlng Piles In 6 to 14 days or money
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CITY.

During the past week, we have had so
many of our Friends coming to us with
the old story of a DULL RAZOR, an.d
the experience of so many of those
unpleasant shaves. We are
to say
that we were able to send glad
ihem away
?L our Store pleaded
and happy
HOW DID WE DO THIS YOU ASK,-"Listen,
We absolutely gnarantee'to
anv person in the City of Santa Fe or
vicinity a MODERN COMBINATION
RAZOR STROP UPON TEN DAYS
TRIAL, that will sharpen any old Razor
that y ou may possess and can oe operated
by a small Boy. We will be pleased to
give you a demonstration of this Strop
any t me you find it convpnionr n
and would be pleaspd to have you brine
your "OLD RAZOR" ana let us put an
tdge on it for you.

Lieutenant B. D. Foulios, Sixteen Offi
cers and Ten Men Detailed to
Fort Sam Houpston.
3.

DRY GOODS

IN THE

DEAR FRIENDS:

Hoarse Coughs, Stuffy Colds,
pain in chest and sore lungs, are
symptoms that quickly develop into a
dangerous illness if the cold is not
cured. Foley's Honey and Tar stops
the cough, heals and eases the congested parts, and brings quick relief.
Sold by all druggists.

Foulios, sixteen officers and
ten. men from the signal corps, and a
Wright aeroplane will arrive here in
time to make the first of a series of
flights on February 15. The operations will take place on the new parade grounds of Fort Sam Houston,
and will be conducted for the purpose
of initiating the officers and men of
Company "I" of the signal corps in
the mysteries of aerial navigation by
meana of the kite; incidentally the
value of the aeroplane will be closely
scrutinized.
It is understood that
the war department is not at all sure
r
of the merit of the
machines, and that a series of tests
will be needed to settle this point. Owing to the fact that there is little
meteorological disturbance at Fort
Sam Houston, high winds and cloudy
days being practically absent, the
place has been decided on by the authorities as the scene of a final
of the aeroplane.

'CENTURY

THE SAME OLD STORY

Weather The mercury took a
tumble today dropping to 10 above
zero at C o'clock this morning. The
weather prophets seem to think the
weather will remain cold at least in
the western portion of New Mexico
with fair weather, however, today and
tomorrow. The maximum temperature yesterday was 39 degrees and the
minimum 20 degrees. The average
relative humidity was 58 degrees and
it was generally a cloudy day with
light snow fluriies in the early moral
and a light dry snow at night. A year
ago today the weather was clear and
pleasant with 100 per cent of sunshine and a maximum temperature of
50 degrees and a minimum of 22

San Antonio, Tex., Feb.
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guez.
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WRIGHT AEROPLANE WILL
BE TESTED ON FEBRUARY

1910.

An Exceptional
Opportunity

Never sold in bulk. The gen-nin- e
tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
cure or your money back.
&g

IMiNOR

3,

WE AGAIN OFFER TO
OUR MAN JT PATRONS

keep the bowels in good condition.
They are very nice to eat."
Harry Stuckley, Mauch Chunk, Pa.
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
Ne'er Sicken, Weaken or Gripe.
E0c. 25c.
?XL
50c.

A word

FEBRUARY

THURSDAY,

Room

19

Oatron Block, Santa, Fe, N.

Do es a general ABSTRACT

M.

REALS STATE and ISSJJBJjNCE
,oan on 8ant Fe Real Estate
OflO 00 to low
$20
rate of Interest
:
P6U,UUU.UU
at
:
,

business.

59c.

THE VALUE OF MEDICINE IS IN ITS POTENCY
Unless a medicine is active it cannot very well perform the required serviceof relieving sickness. The potency
and the action of a drug depend on its quality and freshness. Every drug entering a prescription must
possess these characteristics. Take every prescription direct to ZOOK'S PHARMACY whose dependability
is known to be equal to that of the doctor who treats you.
LOCATED IN CLAIRE HOTEL, WEST SIDE PLAZA.

FEBRUARY

THURSDAY,

3,

WHEN

TESTED AND PROVEN
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GOES
SHOPPING IN MEXICO.

A WOMAN

Hear the bestial
at its best. . ,

is a Heap of Solace in Being
Able to Depend Upon a Well-- .
Earned Reputation.
For months Santa Fe readers have
seen the constant expression of praise
for Doan's Kidney Pills, and read
about the pood work they have done
in this locality. Not another remedy
ever produced such convincing proof
of merit.
Pasquale Yanni, College street,
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "In 1902 i
gave a public testimonial in favor
of Doan's Kidney Pills to the effect
that they had cured me of a painkid-in
my back, caused by disorCered
neys. My work obliges me to sit
down a good deal and this weakened
my kidneys, causing much backache.
While at work I suffered more intenseI was
ly than at any other time and that
a
find
remedy
to
anxious
very
would relieve me. Learning of Doan's
at
a- box
Kidney Pills, I procured
store
Co.'s
&
drug
Stripling, Burrows
me
and to my delight, they soon fixed
the
past
During
in
good shape.
up
of
seven years 1 have had no needkidDoan's Kidney Pills or any other
ney medicine."
50
For sale by all dealers. Price
Buffalo,
Foster-MilburCo.,
cents.
the
Every preparation made byUnited
for
the
sole
agents
New York,

There

New Mexico Military Institute

She Must Be Prepared to Make DramROSWELL. NEW MEXICO.
atic Display of Eloquence Never
West Point of th fiouthvvert."
Th
Price.
First
Pays
Officers
Detailed by War Department
Artnv
When a woman goes shopping in
?! . t
Armv Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
the C'ty of Mexico, especially if she
"A."
speaks Spanish, she gets far more
excitement for her money in the
Through Academic course, preparing young
course of an afternoon than she could
men for college or fur business life. Great
hope to compass in a year's time in
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
America.
of anv Military School In the Union. Located
and French dry
In the Spanish
H
W
on
the beautiful Feces Valley the garden
r.
goods houses, where the trade is alof the West at an e'evatiot. of 3,7uo
spot
most exclusively feminine, the goods
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
are marked with the "asking price,"
Hue rain or snow during session.
figwhich is a mere mathematical
Eleven Officers and Instructed, all graduure of speech, and the first question
j
'
eastern colleges. Ten
that the experienced shopper always
ates from statdard
asks of the salesman is 'W'lrat is
furnished,
heated, light
buildings, thoroughly
your last price.' "
modern ii all respects.
and
ed
The world's best entertainers, the head-liner- s
This "ultimo precio" is generally
REGENTS E. A. Cahoou, President; W
of the vaudeville shows, the stars of the operas,
about 25 per cent less than the sell.
G, Hamillou, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
r-f
ing price with which the goods are
the good composers, band leaders and orchesTreasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
tagged. It forms, however, a certain
conductors are making Records for the
tra
A
Flnlay
basis from which to start the bargainEdison Phonograph. All of them are repreFor
on
particulars and Illustrated catalogue
is
which
thereafter
carried
ing,
our
in
sented
catalog.
charaddress.
with all the skill and fury that
l
r1i t0natt tit !( i
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
acterize such transactions everyWhy do they consent tomake Records for the
where throughout Latin America. The
Edison Phonograph? Because they believe
Superintendent.
woman customer may wish to purthat the Edison Phonograph will do them
chase a few yards of silk, for exreal justice, giving them the most artistic
ample. The marked price is, say $2
reproduction.
a yard, and the last price is given as
When you listen to an Edison Record played!
The woman will look at the
$1.50.
St&t6S.
an Edison Phonograph, you hear the origun
same
she
with
the
desires
by
piece
Remember the name Doan's and concerned scorn with which she reinal just as it was sung or played. Can you
These celebrated Hot Springs arethe richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
take no other.
do this with any other instrument?
gards everything else that is shown
located in the midst of the Ancient wona. me emcit?uc ui tunc
her. She will disparage u from every
from $12.50 fo $125.00
been throughly tested Dy tne
can
be
ROSWELt.
had
Edison
KROM
Phonographs
AND
TO
'
miles west has
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
.35
point of view and finally ask for
Kdison Standard Records
cures attested to in the
miraculous
Automobile
.50
as
wltn
twice
.,
Amberol
Records
Kdison
made
lon?)
(play - Connection
something that is not likely to be in
of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rheunorth
miles
Taos
of
$1.00
and
75c.
fifty
Grand
Records
and
Edison
Opera
Roswell
daily
stock. At last she will sigh and look
line at Torrance for
There are Edison dealers everywhere. Go to the nearest and
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc- matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'a
Automobile leaves Torrance for Rob about in despair.
the Edison Phonograph play both Kdison Standard and
tear
Roswell
at
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
Amberol Records and get complete catalogs from your dealsr
. well at 4 a. m., and arrives
"Caramba, but I'm weary with this
Scrofula,
us.
or
Affections,
from
Ros
Grande
Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial
leaves
Automobile
noon.
someof
Vi.
to
find
vain
at
task
endeavoring
ComFemale
PHONOGRAPH
all
COMPANY
to
NATIONAL
ar
La
and
runs
1
the
of
m.
line
springs.
Grippe,
Catarrh,
daily
stage
p.
well for Torrance at
thing that I wish in this second class
76 Lakeide Avenue, Orange, N. J.
The temperature of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The establishment! The prices are far
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance higher than anywhere else, but I try
carbonic. Altitude G,000 feet. Climate per month.
Stage meets Denver
is $5.80 and between Torrance and to patronize this place because the THRILLING TALE OF NEW
to be seen
of
are
Mexicans
still
lies
autoon
for Santa Fe train
seata
entire
and
the
waits
trains
and
Reserve
husvery dry
delightful
Roswell $10.
proprietors are friends of my
MEXICO DIAMOND MINE. in the desolate spot.
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard band. Now, that rose silk is not the
year round. There is now a commod- upon request. This resort is attracOver on an adjacent mountain slope ious hotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and is open all
shade I wish, but I might be able to
of Famous Hoax Perpetrated the
use it sometime if I could buy it at a Story
glaring sun falls upon the bare valids and tourists. People suffering winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
in Grant County Retold by an
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
graves of the men who came to their from consumption, cancer and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
reasonable price."
Old Prosoector.
death in Shakespeare. The inhabi contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
The salesman who has been listen
tants of this cemetery, many of them These wrers contain 1.C26.24 grains same day. For further particulars
an
assumed air of sympathy,
MASONIC.
ing with
An old prospector retells the story
elodied with their boots on.
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:
all
with
the
Lowery
responds
and of the famous diamond hoax in Grant
Montezuma Lodge No quence that he can command
county fifty years ago as follows:
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg with a constant play of rapid ges
The fact that a great diamond min- BANNER YEAR IN
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tures,
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lighted cigarette
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campaign now being
Santa Fe Chapter
waged throughout the United States
Regular con- this silk is $1.25 a yard. I do this gold in the Pyramid mountains, a few
R. A. M.
vocation second Monday of with a fear of losing my position but miles south of the present town o is evidenced by the fact that in the
each, month at Masonic with the hope that the proprietors wil' Lordsburg. It was a regiou which year lf09, 1C3 new
pardon my audacity when they learn had been penetrated by but few white associations were formed. 133 tuber-- j
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
The two prospectors one day culosis sanatoria and hospitals were
TO
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sonal
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few glittering stones, which established, and 91 tuberculosis dis-- j
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found
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ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
I thank you, senor," responds the had the appearance of uncut
pensaries were opened. Compared
"I appreciate your considNo
shopper.
Santa Fe Commandery
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, ,
Nevertheless to San Francisco from the Pyramid against consumption in this country. Save
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came cured. Although there are nearly
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ond and fourth Wednesday of each gathers up her pocketbook and other wake of the original expedition
beds provided in the enmonth. Visiting brothers are invited impedimenta as she rises to depart. hundreds of excited gem hunters.
hospital
As an after-thougand with condeDAVID KNAPP,
and welcome.
They flocked into the Pyramid moun- tire United States for tuberculosis
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that amounts almost to pity tains,
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a typical mining camp of the early for the fi;rlit against tuberculosis.
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RIGHT.
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d not depart in anger. Rather than let days. It contained many saloons, 295 dispensaries treated during the
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I you go thus you may have the silk at gambling halls and four hotels.
year over 60,000 patients, who made
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit 90 cents a yard, and I will make up
over 500.000 visits.
It was such a thriving place that
the difference from my own pocket."
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THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Vice President.
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasurer.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
Daily, six months, by mail ....$3.75

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
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OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
i
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
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SCHOOL HOUSES FOR
NEW MEXICO.
From the press of the New Mexican
Printing Company has just been issued a beautiful booklet of almost
one hundred pages giving plans and
for school buildings
specifications
prepared by Nebraska architects un-- i
der the direction of the territorial su-- i
perintendent of public instruction.
The idea is a modern and potent one
for its logical result will be that modern, sanitary, artistic school houses
will displace those that have served
rural communities in New Mexico
only too long. To Superintendent
Clark belongs great credit for undertaking this work and if he had accomplished nothing else for the public
school system of New Mexico he
would deserve lasting fame. The
book is well printed on a good grade
of paper that brings out pictures,
plans and cuts perfectly. The first 26
pages are devoted to telling how ia
modern school house should be built
and equipped, while the rest of the
book gives the floor plans, elevations,
bills of material and estimates of cost
of a dozen or so model school build
ings which can be erected at a cost
ranging from $400 to $10,000 or more.
Says Mr. Clark in
'The building of public
school
houses is an art. An architect who is
supremely successful in planning business houses, great hotels, sanitariums, or state buildings, may be an
absolute failure in planning school
The unpardonable waste
buildings.
of money, material, and effort as well
as the irreparable injury to teachers
and pupils, physically, due to the ill
construction of so many of our public
school buildings, have been noted for
ears by the close observing, practical
school men, and throughout our country at large, there is a well directed
effort toward marked improvement
in school house construction.
"The New Mexico Department of
Education has secured all the pam
phlets published by the educational
departments of the various states in
the Union and acknowledges valuable
assistance from these sources. It is
our hope that this book of plans may
be of real service throughout our
Territory in directing the attention of
our boards of directors, county super
intendents and teachers to the best
approved plans for sanitary, convenient, airy, artistic school buildings."

s.

things constituted a material menace
to party success. They would have
only an inconsequential bearing upon
the November outcome at most. The
trouble was, and the governor minced
no words in disclosing it, that the of
fices were not being distributed rightly. Beveridge was not. totins fair
with other leaders. He was making
mistakes in giving postoffice plums,
deputy collectorship usufruct, and
minor spoils to individuals who had
not earned such rewards. If it be not
stopped, the administration must be
prepared for the worst.
"And that is what is the matter
with the Grand Old Party in Indiana!
"We submit the case to the read'
er's own appraisement. Far be it from
our desire to meddle in it or take
sides. We summarize it only for the
purpose of illustration to throw a
sidelight on Mr. Taft's daily life and
emphasize the trials and tribulations
involved in being President of the
United States."

El

S.KAU

L. A. HUGHES,

hur-rie-

the political developments of the next
two years than any other place in the
two territories.

Francis J. Heney, another megalomaniac, is reaching for the governorship of California. He doesn't care so
much on what ticket he runs, just so
he gets the governorship.
One of the
most characteristics symptoms of megalomania, is
and unmitigated "gall."
self-estee-

St. Joseph, Missouri, boasts because it has the smallest per capita
debt of any city In its class in the
United States. It owes $16.46 per
head, or fully" five times as much as
does Santa Fe per capita. Yet, there
are people who talk of the extravaTea firemen were overcome by togance of Santa Fe'a administration
which gets along on
of the bacco fumes at a San Francisco fire
revenue that Albuquerque needs for this week, but even that is not as bad
Us municipal expenses.
as smoking cigarets.
one-eight- h

mm,

Cashier.

B. READ, Assistant Cashier.

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870
'there

prices are lowest

$150,000
Capital Stock,
Undivided
and
Profits,
75,000
Surplus

'

for safe quality"

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months! or. years' time. Liberal

One Resolution to Make
What other 1910 Resolution youmay make
Resolve

now

that

trade at KAUNK

&

you will
CO.

the

.

coining year. It is a resolution In your own interest, for
it means the best possible
table supplies at lowest pos-

q

sible prices.

q
jB

Think it over-is- n't
KAUNE
& Oo, the logical store for you
to patronize through T910.

H. S. KAUNE

advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank-- 5
ing. Safety deposit boxes for rest. The patronage of the
public is respecfully solicited.
,
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PALACE HOTEL

& COMPANY
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

PHONE 26

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cuisine and

ONE

MS,

NIGHT

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

Table Service
Unex celled

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

ELK'S THEATRE
AMKRTOAAT AWn

A REAL MUSTCAL COMEDY

Ilaughter

RICHARD F. CARROLL
GUS WEINBURG
75 OTHERS MOSTLY

GIRLS

SNOW BALL BATTLE
vs.
GIRLS
Sunday Monday

AUDIENCE

vgg8

FEBRUARY

6 at FISCHER DRUG STORE.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTIO-

a Good One,

paEss

THE BUTTON WE

DO

N-

THE REST,

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN

CO RON ADO

THE

vy

Sample Room

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Ornamental Doors.
Lyjjjuuj

Prop netor

Commodious

PRICES
25c. 75c. $1.00 & $1.50
SEATS ON SALE

X"lxst Cla.es

j

RATES 50c and up

BsataiAiaat

-

OPEN Day & Night

First Class and Ttcrciftly

-

Dp-ToDs-

HOTEL

iaa. CcaL;CL"ctloaa.

HERRERA Prop,
Santa Fe New Mexico- -

G. LUPE

V";';.

te

HOTEL MODERN
CORNER

00N GASPAR

AND

WATER STREET,

Hot and "Cold Water Spacious Sample Booms
For Commercial Travelers
In every Room

Steam Heat
Electric Light
Modern

HERE IS A VERY

EXCEPTIONAL

Baths,

OPPORTUNITY

Charles W. Dudrow

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRSCE

MPERIAL LAUNDRY

BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA FiS
4

For Best Laundry Work

Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop
right
F O. BROWN Agent.

The Logan ; Leader: is quite
when it says:
"Have you noticed the effect that a
little public improvement has on a
community? It certainly makes everything look Drighter."

H.

OF SANTA FE.

GROCERS

Mnriartv has entered the ring in
the county seat, controversy in Tor
rance county and there are now four
bidders for the honor: Estancia which
has the advantage of being the coun
ty seat, of having an appropriation
Collier's has honored the New Mexfor a court house and of having
Progeso ican with another advance article
daily newspaper, Willardf,
and Moriarty. The Estancia Daily pitching into Secretary of the Interior
Herald offers the following
unique Ballinger. Collier's claims that its
solution:
fight upon Ballinger is inspired only
"Our friends down at the cross by its desire for the public good,
roads have fallen out and a battle which may do to tell to a lamp post.
has been fought that "will long be re After all, Collier's represents the opinmembered in the historic annals of ion of only on man with prejudices,
that village. One of the participants likes and dislikes. Even though this
of that terrible struggle is here today man be honest in his opinions there
and he looks, not like thirty cents are millions of other men in the
but more like he had been struck by United States who will take the priva piledriver, scooped up by a steam ilege of disagreeing with Collier's and
shovel and then butted off the track placing its editor with the
by a two hundred ton locomotive. We

ence how mucn you aDuse one an
other. Moriarty wants a county seat
and as we are not going to get state
hood for some time to come, our people have concluded to form a new
state out of a territory known as the
Estancia valley, form two new counas
ties with Willard and Moriarty
county seats and the beautiful and
flourishing city of Estancia as the
state capital. This will no .doubt settle the matter and create a better
feeling in those neighborhoods where
strife and bitterness now exist."

J.
J.

Vtot-Presifc-

The first Rational Bank

GO.

While the inauguration of Chief
Justice Mills as governor is being discussed, it is interesting to note how
many governors and chief justices of
this territory are still living, as no
doubt, the attempt will be made to
bring as many as possible together on
the occasion. The living
in their order, are as follows:
Gov

ernors, Lionel Sheldon, L. Bradford
Prince, William T. Thornton, Miguel
A. Otero and Herbert J. Hagerman.
On March 1, Governor Curry will join
the ranks. The former chief justices
still living are: Henry L. Waldo; L.
Bradford Prince; William A. Vincent,
Elisha V. Long and Thomas J. Smith.
On March 1, Governor Mills will be
added to these, Judge William H.
Pope then succeeding him as chief
Governors
Sheldon
justice.
and
Thornton are both in Los Angeles.
Judge Vincent is in Chicago and
Judge Smith at Warrenton, Va. The
others are all in New Mexico. There
seems to be-nreason why not every
one of these should be invited and be
present at the inauguration.
Owing
to the
rapid and kaleidoscopic
changes in governors since Governor
Otero retired in 1906, the list of
will include six names on
March 1, more than falls to the aver
age state where the term of chief
executives is four years.

n. J. rftLEs, Pnv.teKl

are made to perfection from our
Lumber) because the wood is
perfect in every particular and
free from every imperfection of
knots, cracks and warpings.
knew that bad blood would be en
Every foot of it is thoroughly
dried and shrunk, so
gendered by this county seat agita
seasoned,
The Republican Club at Albuquer- it can be
tion, but to fall out among your
relied upon
absolutely
tohas
call
issued
a
for a "get
selves and bruise one another up que
and
and
by
carpenters
builders,
looks bad when you could have come gether" meeting. Santa Fe hasn't all
wide-awa- ke
archisensible,
even
a
to
Club
Republican
get togethW. D. Shea, the representative in up here and started a fight without a
an oversight that must be rem- tects hereabouts particularly
New Mexico of the passenger and bit of trouble with the fellows who er,
mention our Lumber in their
are
you. But it's our inten edied within the next few months.
freight department of the Denver and tion opposing
no
more
out
specifications.
differ
Fe
Santa
has
at
in
to
stake
help you people
Kio Grande railroad announces that

the management of his railroad is taking steps to give southern Colorado
and northern New Mexico prompter
freight and passenger service; that
the difficulties between Pueblo and
Alamosa, that have delayed freight
and passenger trains, have been overcome. That is welcome news for
there is no reason why it should take
two Or more weeks for freight from
Colorado points to reach New Mexico
points, or why passenger trains on a
line that runs only one passenger
train a day, should be anywhere from
hours late with a
four to twenty-fou- r
persistency that drives the traveling
public frantic. It is a splendid traffic
field that the Denver and Rio Grande
might develop all for itself in norths
ern New Mexico, specially if it
about standard gauging its present line from Antonito or building a
standard gauge line from Fort Garland, via Questa, Taos, Santa Cruz into
Santa Fe.
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Excellent Assortments of
Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Placques
All Kinds of Drawn Work
Leather Pillows Tops '

;

Many,
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Phone No. 23 Red

ENGLISH LADY
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Glad to hear of a few pupils
for German or French
Box 446,
Santa FeN. M,

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO
301-30- 3

San Francisco St.

Proprietot

Santa Fe. N.M.
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THIS INVITES YOU

J SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY

CO,

C. H. Deming of Alamosa, Colo., Is

at the Palace.

A cordial invitation is extended to you to deposit your funds with this bank to transact through
us whatever business you may have of a financial

L. Xangle
V. A.

Thomson of Espanola, is at
the Modern hotel.
R. A. Hamilton, of Denver, is at
the Coronado hotel,
R. E. Hines of El Paso, is
spending
a few days in the city.
H. S. Arnold is in town from his
ranch on the upper Pecos.
C. L. Cline and T. A.
Segura, are
Las Vegans now in the city,
Mr. and Mrs. J. v. Crowley of Chj
icago, are visiting friends here.
General Charles F. Easley has re-- i
turned from a trip to Estancia.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Winterhoff,
of
Denver, are visiting friends here.
General Charles F. Easley left last
evening for Roswell going via Albu-- j
querque.

nature.

.

added
We
desire
new
of
names to our list patrons.
many
your business also, believing we can serve you to
yoar complete satisfaction.

Durirg the past few months

TRUST
Santa Fe,

$50,000

Capital

we have

BAM

UNITED STATES

N

CO
iM.

STOCK IN EACH

Q. FRANKLIN

G.'

FLICK. President.

W. 8. DAVIS, Cashiei.

V. 8.

DAVIS.

J.

fouaru, the Espanola

was an arrival on
D. & R. G. train.

'

last

FURNITURE
STOVES and RANGES
KNIVES AND CUTLERY
PIPE and FITTINGS
SANITARY PLUMBING

R. H. HANNA

FREDERICK MULLER

BOTTLES

FOUNTAIN

SYRINGES

See our show window for
bargains in these goods
WE ARE OVER STOCKED
and offer a few numbers at less than cost to us.
&

Jjurrows

Where your dollar
buys the most

Company

Rational Life Assurance

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co
of the Southwest
Santa Fe,

Manager for New Mexico.

N. M.

Catron

Block

O

C- -

WATSON & COMPANY
(Established 1882)

REAL ESTATE

--

INSURANCE

OFFICE

New Arrivals in embroidery now on display

Corset Covers

MISS A MUGLER
Southeast Corner Piaza.

Flouncing

D. Hart of Hagerman, returned Sunday night, having missed the
train at Vaughn, the train pulling out
and leaving them while they were
breakfast." Roswell
eating
Daily

These are all new' and
patterns and our own importations coming
in matched sets, direct from manufacturing centers. Splendid values for the
careful and knowing shoppers. Those
that want the newest can find it here.
For those that want something very
different they can also find it.
up-to-da-

Record.

MARKETKfcPORT
MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Feb. 3. Call money

mercantile

Prime

21-33--

paper

Mexican dollars 44; AmaAtchison 114; New
lgamated 76

4

5--

York Central

115

3--

I

w.

N. TOWNSEND & CO.

1--

silver

51

1--

3--

1--

1-- 2

on
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Wagner Undertaking Establishment
Dealers in Furniture.

Carpets and Rugs. FOR THE HOUSE

All kinds of furnishings from ehinaware to stoves, and
ranges, Alsoa fine assortment of desks, chairs, table
and hat raoks. Wagner folding
for the babies.
They are GREVT!!
Look over our stock and see if there isn't

something to interest you.

arriving Saturday night and the others coming back in bunches of two
or three. All the candidates for the
degrees went through with flying colors and all parties report a good time
as well as an interesting session in
Masonry. The visitors at Santa Fe
were royally entertained, banqueted
and give the freedom of "the city,
which they seem to have taken. E.
A. Cahoon returned Friday night, J.
W. Poe, R. P. Beam, O. H., Smith, L.
P. Sanders, Jim Hamilton, Harry
Morrison, W. T. White, C. D. Dilley
and L. O. Fullen of Roswell, and Cicero Stewart of Carlsbad returned
Saturday night. Dr. Sears of Kenna.
,

-
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Wipe

IE,
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All our winter stock of millinery wPl be
closed out at C"st, and much of it below
cost, to dispose of it before the spring goods

arrive.

When Rubbers Become Necessary
And your shoes pinch, shake into your

the antiseptic
shoes Allen's
powder for the feet. It cures painful,
swollen, smarting, sweating feet, and
takes the sting out of corns and bunions. Just the thing for l atent leather
shoes, dancing parties and for Breaking in New shoes. Many people cannot wear heavy stockings comfortably without shakins Allen's
into the shoes. Sold everywhere,
25c. Sample FREE. Address, Allen
S. Olmstel, Le Roy, N. Y. Don't accept any substitute.
Foot-Eas-

'

Foot-Eas- e

A 25 per cent reduction is also made on all
staple goods in stock. Adoliar saved is a
dollar made. Our stoqk is all new and nothing shopworn or out of date.

La Moda Millinery
Phone Black 78

24 Hour Electric Service
0n and

ICE

n

20(-24-

go-car- ts

GLEA

1--

Valley-delegatio-

t

te

Southern Pacif

3--

Union Pacific 183; Steel
791-4- ;
pfd. ex div. 119
New York, Feb. 3 Lead quiet $4.67
copper dull standard spot
March $13.0013.50;
?13.0013.20;
ic 123

n'

FINE LINE OF

Waist Fronts

1--

very desirable propositions in the

ALSO

'

I!

and Jeff

GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111.. Feb. 3. Wheat Feb.
County School Superintendent John 112
May 110
V. Conway has returned from a visit
Corn Feb. 63; May 66
to the schools at Chimayo, Santa Cruz
Oats May 46
July 43
and other districts of northern Santa
Pork May $21.72
July $21.67
Fe county. He reports four inches of
snow in that section, but that prosLard May $11.97
July $11.92
perity is apparent oh. every side and
that this year will yield bumper
Ribs May $11.65; July $11.62
crops. The schools he found in ex- 65.
cellent condition.
I
' WOOL MARKET.
"The ; Roswell and Pecos .
St. Louis, Feb.
unchangto the winter
of
and western mediums
the Scottish Rite Mksons at Santa Fe ed; territory
;
fine 12
fine mediums
have returned home, the: main bunch 2528;

way of city lots; frait ranches and large tracts to
be reclaimed, to offer.

THE

Dress Patterns

"

1--

For full particulars call or
address the above company'

YOU

Mo.

119 San Francisco St., where, the old Santa Fa
Trail ends and the Greater Santa Fe "trail"
begiDS.
We have some

LET US SERVE

SPRING SEWING NOW

assortment of violets
and other spring goods.

mov-

ing into the residence in the Sena
black on East Palace avenue, that will
be vacated when Dr. J. A. Massie
moves into his fine new residence on
Grant avenue.
Dr. John'P. Wagner is today enter
taining the following members of the
Sacramento Valley Irrigation Company: Dr. W. L. Bullis of Allerton,
Iowa; A. G. Widmer of Centerville,
Iowa; A. C. Palmer of Sabetha, Kan.;
F. D. Pelletier, Kansas City, Mo.; and
Joseph E. Campbell, of Kansas City,

BEDS and SPRINGS
Glassware and Queensware
ROOFING, SPOUTING
SPORTING GOODS
GUNS, AMMUNITION

CALL FOR PRICES

I have received a fine

'

at the Sanitarium, contemplate

Of

LADIES

tion matters.

Denver Colorado.

A M BERGEftE.

,

Inspector E. E. Van Horn of the
Cattle Sanitary Board, was summoned to Estancia this afternoon to testify in court.
Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Bennett of Denver, are visiting friends in the city
and seeing the sights. They are registered at the Claire.
J. B. Stewart of the hydrographic
survey, has gone to Santa Rosa, Guadalupe county, to instal an automatic
gauge in the Pecos river.
Two South Dakotans,
now in. the
city are A. J. Brown and C. E. Bates,
They are stopping at the Modern ho-

Bradley M. Thomas, deputy supervisor of the Jemez forest has returned to his home here. He has been
in the field since December 15 and is
glad to get back to Santa Fe.
Harry DuVal the civil engineer, and
real estate, dealer, is in Florida attending the hearing of an important
law suit over thousands of acres of
land in which he is interested. Mr.
DuVal expects to be back in a fort
night.
Mr. and Mrs. I. H. Rapp, at present

li'i'Mi mm m1mmbimW

FURNITURE,' Mattretses
HARNESS and SADDLERY
WAGONS andBUGGlES
FARMING IMPLEMENTS
MINERS' SUPPLIES

PUMPS and WIND MILLS
CAMP EQUIPMENT
PAINTS, ALL COLORS
ALABASTINE, Kalsomine
WALL PAPER, GLASS

IRQ

tel.
Lupe Herrera, proprietor of the Coronado hotel is in Juarez, Mexico. He
has written friends here that he is
enjoying himself and likes the climate.
Attorney A. A. Jones of Las Vegas,
has returned to Las Vegas from an
extended visit to Washington, D. C,
and New York, on important irriga-

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado

ft

'

Herald.
HOT WATER

ex- -

pert of the Santa Fe system, was a
visitor in Las Vegas today.
buperintendent of Public Instruc
tion J. E. Clark left this morning on
an overland trip to Taos.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan will be home from the lower
Pecos valley by the end of the week.
"The district clerk, Mr. Shearon,
was on the sick list last night, but
is at his post today." Estancia Daily

B. LAMY

mi-a-

Everything in Hardware

even- -

gjing's
rrm. j. u. unsiey, cry farming

N. B. LAUGHLIN

Asst. Cashl..

W. E. GRIFFIN,

Li.

FRANKLIN FLICK

yc

'

i

DIRECTORS

w OFFICERS

A MOST COMPLETE

(V1

i

.

Stripling,

the Girl! We Furnish the House.

You Furnish

of San Francisco, is at

the Modern hotel.

After rnareh 1st

Catron Block.

PAY
S3 Did

NIQHT
Electric

Irons
This space next week for
A
XttAiA
Up XiiOSC OSffK piaCeS and Electrical Cooking Specialties.
Santa FeWater AND Light Company
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St, Louis Rocky Mt. &

Pacific
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PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect Ju!v 14, 190E.
From
Miles From
a t t u v Pt
Moines
Hoton
'

Miles

1.

11)

a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.

12

35
10 50
10

11 05
11 20
11 43
12 20
12 45

m.
m.
m.
m.

I
U
16

io

ni

m
m.

26
81
IS

42
4
58

M
58
77

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

7 10

j

Connects with E. P.

& S. W.

fl

U
7

n

Ly
Lv.
"
"

28
20
88

"

tlO
9
9
7
7
7
7

41

Lt- -

47

Lv
"

50
58
59

Kn

N. M.

12
12
11
11
11

7
18

"
"
"

6

8
8
2
2

18

2

55 p. ra'
80 p. m'
55 p. m'
80 p m- 25 p. m
05 p. m
40 a. m
06 a' m
15 a. m

Superintendent
RATON,

fT

V.

15

43
25
50
40
25
00

a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.

HOUTEIN;

RATON,

M.

N

hi--

Gen-Pass-

-

m
m
m
m.
m.

Acen

RATON, N,

Ni- -

;

m
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in Health

i or
GLEANINGS bY A
PERIPATETIC PEN
I?!

"My mother died six years ago," writes Miss Ruth
Ward, of Jerseyviile, 111., and left me to care for six
children. I had never been strong; and this, with the shock
of her death, was too much for me.
"I tailed in health. I was tired all the time and did
not want to go anywhere, nor care for company. I had
the headache all the time and such bearing-dow- n
pains.
"A very dear friend advised me to take Cardui, as it
had done her so much good, so I commenced to use it
and now 1 am in good health."

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

Palace.
Mr. and Mrs. Chalmer L. Pancoast,
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Crowley, Chicago;
C A. Lotker, St. Joseph; C. H. Dem-inAlamosa; R. E. Hines, El Paso;
C. J. Dame, Denver.
Claire.
O. R. Kerlee, Greeley, Colo.; Sadie
Caldwell, Moffat, Colo.; C. M. Butler,
El Paso; C. L. Pollard, Espanola; Mr.
and Mrs. F. C. Bennett, Robert Perrin,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Winterhoff, Denver;
M. M. Barber, Denver; A. S. Lewis,
Atchison, Kan.; H. S. Arnold, Pecos;
C. L. Cline, T. A. Segura, Las Vegas;
F. L. Scheid, J. L. Berry, Denver.
Modern.
Alfred
Denver;
Henry Ginsett,
Borden, Portales; W. A. Thomson,
Esnanola: W. T. Harnev. Trinidad;
n
X"1 tl.ni.n. T XTnncrlo Gqti
Francisco; A. J. Brown, C. E. Bates,
Gettysburg, S. D.; J. F. Byer,

;

Southwestern

or

j

System

East or We3t

The Best Route

-

-

;

!

EUGENE A. FOX,
F.&P.

ZZJ

J

li

i

WHEN
East or west
TRAVELING
USE THE

j

NVER&RIO GRANDER.R.

j

Line of
GCluGthe World

;

j

F,
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100DTS

(Serial 06732.)
Department of the Interior,

From

U. S. Land Office.
'BARRANCA TO TAOS
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 4, 1910.
Meets Both North South Notice is hereby given that Lucre-ci- o
Roibal of Pecos, N. M., who, on
Bounds Trains.
3, 1905, made homestead enJanuary
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of try (serial 06732) No. 8202, for norththe north bound train and arrives at west quarter, section 18, township 17
Taos at 7 p. m.
north, range 12 east, N. M. P. Meridi- Ten miles shorter than any other an, has filed notice of intention to
way. Good covered hack and good make final five year proof, to estab-lish claim to the land above de-- .
teams.

f
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A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.

Cheerfulness and a bright disposition during the months before baby comes,
are among the greatest blessings a. mother can bestow nnnn the little life about
t0 T,egin Her happiness and physical comfort will largely govern the proper
development of the health and nature of the child. Mother's Friend contributes
much to the mother's happiness and health by the relief and mental comfort it
before Register or Receiv- - affords. It is a liniment composed of penetrating oils and medicines which
scribed,
:
OTalug- den to lalcs) Fas er, U. S. land office, at Santa Fe, N. lubricate the muscles and tendons of
the body, soothe the swollen mammary
saxxgex Gonafortablo
M., on the 24th day of February, 1910. glands, cause a gradual expansion of the skin and tissues, and aid in the relief
of nausea. The regular use of Mother's Friend greatly lessens the pain and
Claimant names as witnesses:
when baby comes, and assures a quick and natural recovery for the
danger
Dionicio
Sandoval,
Miguel Lamy,
Atanacio Gallegos, Pedro Roibal, all motfler.. Mother's Friend is sold at drug stores. Write for our free book, Containing valuable information for expectant Mothers.
If you want anything on earth try or Pecos N M
THE BRADFIELD GO,, ATLANTA, GA,
MANUEL K. OTERO,
a New Mexican Want Ad.

FARE

Ko$5.00

Vn-l-

If he cintiot'suuniv th'n
M A It V E I.,
no
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lull particulfirB aud directions
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NOTICE.

Department of Territorial Engineer.
Number of Application 35C.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 24, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that on the

be when he gets mixed up with a woman and is afflicted with the pinin'.
According to the published letters in
the case, he called the woman in the
case such names as 'my soul delighV

6th day of December. 1910. in accordance with Section 20, Irrigation Law
of 1907, The Ranchos Orchard and
Land Company of Denver, County of
Denver, State of Colorado, made an

'little

application

ooft:'

sweetness,' 'the

star-eye- d

to the

Territorial

Engi-

goddess of my soul,' 'the spark- neer of New Mexico for a permit to
ling gem of nature's richest treasure appropriate from the public waters of
house,' 'the goddess of lava kisses,' the Territory of New Mexico.
and so on as far as you can .stand, j Such appropriation is to be made
It may inspire you to say to yourself from drainage of lands at points along
unless you are line of ditch in S. E. Cor. of Gijosa
'Oh, Mush!' but
mighty well balanced, at some time Grant by means of drainage and 40
or other in your life you have been cu. ft. per sec. is to be conveyed to
guilty of much the same thing, though land of Gijosa Grant by means of
most likely it makes you swear like ditches and there used for irrigation
a trooper when your wife reminds you of 8.000 acres.
that she can prove it. It actually
The Territorial Engineer will take
beats all. what a fool it makes of the this
application up for consideration
average man, when the shadow of on the 24th of April 1910, and all perpetticoats comes across his horizon. sons who may oppose the granting of
It doesn't make any difference hof the above application must file their
well balanced the man may be norobjections substantiated with affidamally. When he sets it bad, he be vits (properly packed with applicacomes a dodderinsr idiot to more ot tion number
)with the Territorial Enless degree. He may be able to cover
on or before that date.
gineer
it up with more or less skill, but he
' VERNON L.
SULLIVAN,
is an, idgit just the same. It is wel'
Territorial
Engineer.
that it is so. It makes up for most
of the hard sledding and tough picking
LaGrippe pains that pervade the enthat comes on the big range. While
it lasts it is a form of jag, that has tire system, LaGrippe coughs that
the redeeming feature that it leaves rack and strain, are quickly cured by
no bust head the next day. It paints Foley's Honey and Tar. Is mildly laxin rosy lights where the rest of us ative, safe and certain in results. Sold
can only see the cold gray dawn of by all druggists.
another cheerless day. It inspires
many men to attempt to be decent
and to make something out of themselves. It would be worth while if
one out of a million stayed influenced
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- In the light of
by the
of
these facts, the popular judgment
PAUL A. F. VALTER
Frank Gould should be generously
Attorney-at-Lamixed with charity. We may fully
New Mexico
admit that he made an ass out of Santa Fe,
himself in this particular matter, but
E. C. ABBOTT
since all of man humanity does the
Attorney-at-Lasame thing at times, why should it
Practice in the District and Su
be held against him? He couldn't
Prompt and careful
help it, he thought, and if he could preme Courts.
have helped it he wouldn't, for such attention given to all business.
- - - New Mexico
is the delicious inconsistency of man. Santa Fe,
on
abashment
the
Put the soft pedal
CHARLES F. EASLEY
of Frank, for he is but one of an
number who have gone nutty
(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney-at-Laon the same subject since the world
Land and Mining business a spec
was young and the everlasting she
began making trouble for the sons ialty.
New Mexico
of man." The Tenderfoot in Roswell Santa Fe,

Professional

method
Kidneys. That
is all wrong. Dr. Shoop's Restorative
Coronado.
directlv t0 these failing inside
Elmber Gamble, Chicago Frank goes
nerves.
&
ine remarKaDie success oi
A.
R.
Hamilton,
Martin, Nebraska;
this prescription demonstrates the
Ernest Brown, James Jeaff, Denver; wisdom of
treating the actual cause
P. Morris, Vinita.
of these failing organs. And it is indeed easy to prove. A simple five or
A Safeguard to Children.
ten days test will surely tell. Try it
"Our two children of six and eight once ana- see; Sold by Striplingyears have been since miancy suDjeci Burrows Co.
to colds and croup. About three years
For Rates arid full information address
ago I started to use Foley's Honey HUNDRED BUSHELS OF
CORN TO THE ACRE.
prevent and cure these troubles. It is
and Tar, and it has never failed to
G.
A.
the only medicine I can get the child- Boys in the Northwest Demonstrate
ren to take without a row." The
the Possibility of Doubling
El Paso Texas.
above from W. C. Ornstein, Green
Yield Per Acre.
Bay, Wis., duplicates the experience
Spokane. Wash.. Feb 2. In the corn
of thousands of other users of Foley's growing contest conducted by the
It cures coughs, Washington state college at Pullman,
Honey and Tar.
colds and croup, and prevents bron- - j awards have been made and the
Sold by all j prizes paid to the winners. Three
chitis and pneumonia.
druggists.
boys raised more than 100 bushels of
corn an acre. These are Dorsey Hart
of Prescott, Walla
Walla county,
UNCLE SAM MUST
RAISE HIS OWN HORSES. who won the sweepstakes prize for
the best yield in four counties with
122 bushels; John Clark of Pullman,
To Make a Good Cavalry Mount, the
first in Whitman county, 109 bushels;
Animal Must Answer Certain
and Frank Thompson of Dayton, first
Specifications.
in Columbia county, with 107 bushels.
Warren Love of Garfield, who was
San Antonio, Tex., Feb. 3. For thought to have won the capital prize
some time past the quartermaster gen-- 1 0f $ioo for the best crop in the four
eral's department of the United States j counties (his yield being 93 bushels)
army has experienced a great diffl- - wins second prize in Whitman coun-cult- y
in securing remounts for the ty, and John Clark, a Pullman boy,
army. Contracts recently advertised j got first on yield and first on 10
by the department of Texas, head-- . best ears in his county.
The awards for the 10 best ears of
quarters at Fort bam Houston, have
brought not a single offer for the com grown in each of the four conn
purveyance of horses, although this ties were made in Whitman county
would have been particularly desir- - to John Clark, Pullman, first prize,
able for the reason that the animals $5; Audrey White, St. John, second,
were wanted for the Philippines. The: $3; Marvin West, St. John, third, $2.
cause of the shortage of horses suited i Garfield county:
William Young,
for army service is due to the fact Ping, first; Ralph Fisher, Pomeroy.
that this type is no longer bred as ex- second; Emile Houk, Pomeroy, third.
Columbia county: Charles Heady,
tensively as it once war. To make a
Heady, Dayton,
good cavalry horse the animal must Dayton, first; Ellis
Otis Rayburn, Waitsburg,,
answer certain specifications, the
suit of the nature of the work it has third.
to do. The same is true of the ar--1
For Information regard ng rates
Walla Walla county: Guy McGraw,
tillery horse. In both instances prac- - Prescott, first; Giles Calahan, Waits- train service etc. call or write.
tically, the animal must combine a burg, second; no entry for the third
maximum of strength, staying ability prize.
&
P. A.
H. McBRIDE, Agent, or W. D. SHEA, T. F.
and speed with every other good trait
Professor R. W. Thatcher, director
horse- - of the experiment station, said: "We
American
of
The
horse.
the
SANTA FE. N. M.
breeder, however, has ceased long are receiving requests for seed corn
ago to progagate this type in cheap from all parts of the state and can
grades and for this reason the "waler" not supply the demand. Boys who
as the animal is known in the army is have raised corn can get further bene- Notice for Publication.
getting to be a scarcity. The opinion fits than the prizes won by selling
of
Not
Coal
Forest
Pecos
Land
army men now is that the war de- - their corn for seed."
Reserve,
LIKE
HACK

El Paso

MAP.VELWhirltpgSpray
ine new
vriire.
liest Most conven
ient. It cleanses

I

d

temporarily stimulate the Heart

and should know
aUcnt the wonderful

I

In sickness, if a certain hidden nerve
goes wrong, then the organ that this
nerve controls will also surely fail.
It may be a Stomach nerve, or it may
have given strength and support to
the Heart or Kidneys. It was Dr.
SnooP that flrst pointed to this vital
tl'Uth,
Dr. Snoop's Restorative was
not made to dose the Stomach nor to

j

1910.

.

partment will have to follow the example of Mexico, Germany, France
and many other countries and breed
its own remounts.
The horse needed in the service is of
medium weight, in the cavalry, and
somewhat heavy in the artillery.
and muscular, and
While
for this reason enduring,
it should
have at least a few lines of beauty.
Speed and hard work are expected
of the animal, and though well fed
while in garrison it must be able to
stand privations and exist on such
diet as active service may provide.
raw-bone-

3,

IBiiitere&uMl

Frank Gould, Idgit "Have you
been reading the troubles of Frank
Gould, following upon the heels of his
dalliance with a dizzy blonde, who
now wants a few hundred thousand
dollars damages for a heart that is
hopelessly lacerated? If you haven't
been reading those letters of his, you
have been missing a fresh illustration
of what a consarned fool a man can

Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept. Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.,
for Special Instructions, and
book, "Home Treatment for Women," sent free.

HOTEL ARRIVALS

FEBRUARY

.

Women's pains are relieved or prevented and women's
strength is quickly restored, by Cardui, the woman's tonic.
You yourself know best if you need it, or not
If you do need it, do not delay, but commence to use
it at once. Every day of delay, only lets you slide further
down the hill.
Don't wait, then, but begin to take Cardui today, for its
use, no matter how prolonged, cannot harm you and will
surely do you good.

m

m

W. A. GORMAN.

Ores.. and Gen Mgr.

r

The Woman's Tonic

Ry.. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson N.

,J. van

PTViiliiir'-"-

J 44

Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson. N. M.,
S;55 a. m.
Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
NORTH BOUND:
SOUTH BOUND:
No. 1, 6: 03 a. in.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. in.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
Track connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
i S., at Des Moines, E. P. & S. W. at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron &
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points in New Mexico: Ocate,
Kayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for folio wing points in New Mexico: Arroyo
Seeo, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro, Elizabethtown, Lobo,
Questa, Ranchos de Taos, Red River city, Taos and Twining.

DEDMVN,5

,c-i- -

p. in,
p. m
p. m
p. in

M., 6:15 p. m.

e. J.
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Arr
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DAILY
6 30
5 IB
55
4 35
4 25

82

"
"
"

N. M.

CIMARRON
Lv.
" Nast
" Harlan
Ute Park

88
89
94

p. m.
p. m.

1 7 23
7 46

Arr

81

49
45

Arr,
Lv.
"
"
"

RTnv

"

p. m,
p m.
p.m.
p. m.
p, m.

1

N ; M.
Lv. les Moines,
"
"
" Kumaldo,
Dedman
'
" Capul n
"
" Vigil
"
" Thompson
"
" I'unnlngbam
Ollfton Housfl Janotlon "
Arr.
M
lv." Ollfton House
Junction ""
" Preston
"
" Koehler
"
" Koehler .lu .
"
" Oollax
"
" Oerrososo

0

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

3 30
3 50
4 15
4 45
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5 50
6 15
6 36
7 08
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Register-Tribun-

Climax of Contempt Says the At
chison Globe: "The lure of a dab of
rouge and a fluff of chiffon is as nothing to a man's heart compared with
a bowl of onion soup, was a decision
handed down by the New Wifehood
Guild of New York and when Mrs.
Lysander John Appleton read of it she
sniffed so hard she fell down in it. "I
know the men," said Mrs. Appleton.
A man likes a good cook before din
ner, but after he has eaten bis onion
soup and all that goes with it, he
doesn't want a hard working woman
to come around him, tired out, and
with her hair uncurled and her eyes
still red from peeling the onions; he
wants some light, fluffy creature, with
the rouge and the chiffon, and who
doesn't know an egg beater from a
carpet sweeper. These women's clubs
can't tell me anything. I know the
men." Then she sniffed so hard, she
burst all her corset strings. The sniff
is the climax of contempt.

CATRON & CATRON

Attorneys and
Santa Fe,

Counsellors-at-La-

Catron Block

Office:

New Mexico

G. VOLNEY HOWARD

Attorney and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all Courts of Territory
Speaks Spanish

....

'Phone 192 Black
Rooms 18 and 19, Laughlin Block
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
RENEHAN & DAVIES
E. P. Davies

B. Renehan

Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
Santa Fe
New Mexico
G. W.

PRICHARD

Attorney and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
When You Need
Foley's Orino Laxative. When you Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
have that dull, heavy, feverish feel

C. W. G. WARD
ing, accompanied
by constipation.
Territorial
District Attorney
When you have headache,
indiges
tion, biliousness, pain in stomach and For San Miguel and Mora Counties
New Mexico
bowels, then you need Foley's Orino Las Vegas,
Laxative. It moves the bowels freely
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
and gently, and thoroughly clears the
Attorneys-at-Laintestinal tract. It does not gripe or
Practice in the District Courts as
nauseate and cures constipation. Sold
well as before the Supreme Court of
by all druggists.
the territory.
Las Cruces.
New Mexico
INCREASE IN ASSESSMENT
MEANS LOWER TAX RATE
WILLIAM McKEAN
,

...

San Antonio Valuations Far Exceed
Those of the Entire Territory of
New Mexico.

Attorney-at-La-

Taos

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico
EDWARD C. WADE

San Antonio. Tex.. Feb. 3. With
the rolls of the city tax assessor showing an increase over last year of over
in tax
$12,000,000 another reduction
rate is looked for. The present tax
rate of $1.06 per $100 if collected on
the value of this year's assessments,
$73,715,000 would put more money in
the city treasury than is needed and
for this reason the board of equaliza
tion is expected to take off another
few cents of the present rate. Only
a few years ago the rate was $1.75,
but during the economical Callaghan
administration this has been lowered.
In a large measure this, however, has
been due to the truly marvelous de
velopment that has taken place to the
city. The building of hotels and office
buildings last year alone added $5.- 610,000 to the assessments. In case
It should be decided to maintain last
year's rate the surplus will be devoted
to (beautifying the parks and plazas
and to an increase in the capacity of
the city's street paving plant

Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Court and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land

Offices.
Las Cruces

-

-

-

New Mexico

W. A. FLEMING JONES
Bonds and Investments
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
Eastern and local bank references.
- New Mexico
Las Cruces
R. W. WITTMAN
v

Draftsman

Copies furnished of records on file
in the U. S. Surveyor General's Office.
- - New Mexico
Sarita Fe,
JOHN K. STAUFFER
Notary Public
New Mexico
Santa Fe,
Office with the New Mexican Printing Company.

...

THURSDAY,
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3,

1910.
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"The Tie That Binds" the play in
which Maxine Elliott has won a
triumph, will be presented at the Elks
theater tonight by the North Brothers Stock Company which conies here
from a five months stay in El Paso.
According to papers in Albuquerque this stock company is the best
that has played there and indications
point to a large house tonight to welcome the company to Santa Fe.
The company carries with it a clever musical organization called the
Chicago Ladies' Orchestra. It will
give a half hour concert each evening prior to the rise of the curtain.
With the orchestra is a ladies quartet
which will furnish a number of vocal
selections.
The North Brothers Stock Co.
widely advertised its performances
which will be given tonight, tomorrow and Saturday night Hundreds
of attractively illustrated cards were
given out yesterday to theater goers
and several hundred newspapers
bearing an announcement in red ink
were distributed on the streets.

PAGE SEVEN.
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the Tanana river where mining will

be impossible until a large ditch has
been constructed to bring the wate.
a considerable distance. Harrison loand we can
cates the water right, and proceeds
4
to the coast in search of a partner
who can help him build the ditch.
I
His money running out, he takes up
the trade of a packer as a temporANDERINE is to the hair what fresh showers
of rain and sunshine are to
ary business and becomes known as
It
vegetation.
Totem Pole Pete, because of his ungoes right to the roots, invigorates and
usual height. While acting as a guide
strengthens them. Its exhilarating, stimulating and
he takes a contract to transport one
properties cause the hair to grow
Richard Atwater, who has been grubIt at
ahundantly long, strong and beautiful.
once imparts a sparkling brilliancy and velstaked by a Boston capitalist into the
I interior.
Atwater has a surveyor's
vety softness to the hair, an.l a few weeks'
use will cause new hair to sprout all over the
transit in his freight. Attracted by
Use it every day (or a short time,
scalp.
that Totem makes inquiries of Ataiter which two or three times a week will
water and learns that he is skilled as
be suflicient to complete whatever growtfc
a surveyor. Totem then decides that
ou desire.
he will show Atwater the rich ground
on the Tanana, and after getting him
A laiy from St. Pou! writes in substance,
as follows:
there will offer him the water rights
"When I best'in using Ii:uiti-r!nmv hair
if he will build the ditch.
woulil not collie to mv houliiersauU now
it Is away lielci
my Iifps."
Atwater readily consents to go to
Another from Newark, N. J.
this secret place but on the way there
" have liven nslnu Danderiiie
Totem breaks a leg. Atwater reWhenl rim Ktart-- it to use it hailrtni!aHy.
vi rv little hair. now have the most l uiitiruiloiiK
mains with him while it is mending.
and thick hair anyone would want to have."
They make this camp in an Indian
village while Atwater prospects the
dramaNOW at all druggists in three
a
and
Sunshine,"
"Tempest
tization of Mary J. Holmes' novel, neighboring streams and discovers
sizes 25c, 50c and $1.00
was presented at the Elks theater gold. In spite of Totem's urgings
per bottle
last night. Miss Marie De Beau was that they push on to the secret EldoDanderine
enjoy: a greater sale than
rado
Atwater insists on remaining for
billed as thestar, taking the nart of
any other one preparation regardless of kind
and it has a mt ch creater sale ihno
Julia Middleton, (Tempest), and Miss the season and working the find he
all ol the other hair
Bessie Dunlop was her sister "Sun- has made.
the
preparatii
world combined.
Totem is forced to accept the posishine." The scene was laid in Kentucky in the '50s and from the way L. tion as foreman of this find, rather
FREE To show hovr I't'ckly Danderine
M. Parker has dramatized the novel than lose the chance of getting Totem
ael. iritl eiwl !,....
J
Cut
free ly return mail to anvoue who
pie
it can be truly said that there is at to build his ditch later on. The play
this free coupon to the
This
as opens on a clean-u;lea3t 30 per cent of tempest,
day at Atwater's
Out ) KKOo'LTON DANDERINE CO., CHICAGO, ILL,
much of sunshine and about 40 per claim. The miners have heard rumwith their name and address and luc
in silver or stamps to pay postage.
cent of "monkey-shinein it. This ele- ors of a great discovery in the Tanana
ment is furnished by two colored country and are about to leave At"folks" Uncle Juber portrayed by water, when Totem makes himself
Elmer Gamble and Aunt Judy imper- known to them as Harrison, and perstance, for the department that sussonated by Lillian Black. In fact if suades them to finish the cleaning up DEFICIT DOUBLED IF
ADVERTISING IS CURTAILED. tains the fighting machinery of this
there had been less "cutting up" by before stampeding. Meanwhile the
We are taxed without
government!
these two negro slaves, the effect capitalist who grubstaked Atwater has
3. The
D.
Feb.
C.
Washington,
but that particular
for
war,
protest
to
died.
Miss
His
De
tempestuous aspired
by
daughter has inherited the
Beau might have held closer the at.- grubstake contract. Receiving no re- - enormous benefits of advertising to department which encourages intelthe revenues of the United States lectuality we would place under the
i postoffice department are set forth in
ban!
j a statement to the congressional com-- ,
Postoffice as Educator,
mittee now investigating postal rates,
"The people of the United States
prepared by George H. Currier of Chi- have more to do with, come more in
cago, publisher of "Woman's World," contact with and are more vitallv inwhich former Senator William
E. terested in the postoffice department
Mason presented to the committee.
than in any other feature of the United
Mr. Currier cites figures to prove States government.
This department
that the deficit of the postoffice de- costs us less than several other department would be three or four times partments in Washington, but if the
greater but for the immense revenues postoffice deficit were $100,000,000, it
from the first, third and fourth class would be money well spent for the
directly created by the advertising in education of the masses and the enthe publications which now comprise couragement of business.
the bulk of mails carried at second
"Take the specific case of the Woclass rate. Mr. Currier's statement man's World which is sending out
incidentally gives new information over 2,300,000 copies of its monthly isconcerning an inquiry into the same sue to the homes of the United States
and Canada. For this magazine we
subject made in 3906.
"If monthly publications, which, ac- get 25 cents a year. We are doing
cording to recent figures, comprise what no magazine of $2 a year can
most of the second class mail, were ever hope to do, because we are reachentirely eliminated, the deficit in the ing thousands upon thousands who
postoffice department would be three could not afford to, or who would not,
or four times what it is today," says at ieast, pay $2 a year to be educated
Mr. Currier.
and benefited by clean readin;. If the
second-clas- s
e
privileges were abolish"The magazines stand to the
or
ed
same
radically
in
changed, many of
department
exactly the
light as the letters that merchants these people would be forced t disThis would
send out to secure business. The continue the magazine.
profit comes in the returns. The not materially cripple the Woman's
semonthly publications create a wonder- World. An organization that can
e
Gus Weinburg and the Snowbirds in The Alaskan.
thousand new subfully large amount of first, third and cure twenty-fivfourth class postage upon which the scribers a day for over thirty days at
potoffice department makes a revenue. a stretch, can maintain its supremacy
tention of the audience. As it was ply to her letters to Atwater she de- These publications carry advertise- in the field even at double the price
there was such a mixture of sense termines to visit Alaska on her own ments that bring direct business re- now asked. The injury comes to the
s
and nonsense, of craftiness and
account. This is not so much on ac- plies, and these
are one of the people, the poorer classes, who always
that many in the audience count of the mine of which she owns greatest factors replies
governmental
in the industrial suc- suffer from radical
w3ere caught laughing at the most sol- her half, but because of an old dream
cess of today. The advertisements in changes.
emn parts of the play.
of her father's that some day she and
"The rural free delivery system
monthly publications call forth circuIt can scarcely be said that Miss Atwater should make a match. Arlee lar matter, catalogues and advertising costs the government thirty millions
Ie Beau merited the name of a isBestchaperoned by Mrs. Good Better data, as well as mailable merchandise. of dollars annually, and this is includand they go to Alaska under the
Shall
tempest from the exhibitions of temThey are practically the only publica- ed in the postoffice expense.
per she gave on the stage though the protection of Prof. Knicklebein in tions, with the exception of a few large we, then, because it adds to the deattendants (behind the stage) assist- search of a lost ingredient for his weeklies, that
man
carry this sort of adver- ficit, abolish it? No
ed her by producing window glass laughing powder.
would
of
think
such
a
thing!"
tising.
smashing effect Miss Dunlop was,
During the clean up a band of strolMagazines Swell Receipts.
NOTICE.
however, really a charming Southern ling players reaches the Atwater
"To prove that the above statethe
for
mine,
a
she
of
have
used
purpose
girl, although
of
Territorial Engineer.
might
giving
Department
such expressions as "I would just performance. Totem is in no mood ments are absolutely correct, let me
Number of Application 372.
the
of
an
cite
result
investigation
for this and being without resources
love" and "you all" with good effect.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 17, 1910.
Carl Winterhoff, as Joshua Middle-ton- , the players are forced by him to don which took place in 1906. A congresNotice
is hereby given that on the
sional committee was appointed to infather of the two girls of oppo- miner's clothes and go to work.
10th day of January, 1910, in accordsite tempers, was particularly good Walsingham Watt, the managerial vestigate the subject of a postoffice ance with Section 26, Irrigation Law
deficit, and at that time the Woman's of
when he laughed and more than one comedian of the
t
1907, H. F. DuVal and J. W.
organization learns
man in the audience seemed to find of the arrival of Miss Eastman and World communicated with the adverof Santa Fe, county of Santa Fe,
whose
advertisements appeared
the laughter contagious.
represents himself as being Atwater. tisers
Territory of New Mexico, made an apDoubtless the Tempest and SunArlee disgusted with the man she in the Woman's World for March, plication to the Territorial Engineer
1906.
Fifty per cent made affidavits of New Mexico for a permit to approshine Company had many difficulties thinks is Richard, presents her chap-eron- e
to contend with in presenting thd
as herself and assumes the showing over $40,000 worth of first,
priate from the public waters of the
characters of the men and women dignity of the chaperone. - Atwater third and fourth class postage was
of New Mexico.
Territory
who lived in Kentucky in 1850. It is discovers the plot and is about to created within thirty days after the
Such
is to be made
appropriation
Woalmost as hard to portray the South- straighten it out when he learns that circulation of the March, 1906,
ern character as it is that of a for- his mine is a failure. Thereupon he man's World. The second class post- from Nambe river, at points N. 62 de39 minutes E. 8193 ft. from C.
the mistaken identity to age on the above Woman's World was grees,
eigner. There is an atmosphere as allows
well as accent in the South even to stand and introduces himself as the approximately $4,000, but the business C. Sees. 30 and 31, T. 19 N, R. 10 E.,
this day that is strictly Southern and prospector. After the failure of the it drew within thirty days was ten by means of diversion and 30 cu. ft.
one cannot acquire the Southern spir- mine, Totem makes his long cherished times that amount Is this making per sec. is to be conveyed to point N.
it dashing through the South on an secret known to Atwater and the two, money for the postoffice department, 40 degrees E. 3009 ft. from closing corexpress train, much less by reading leave for Tanana as partners. Miss or is it losing it? No consideration ner Sees. 30 and 31 T. 19 N. R. 10 E.,
Eastman has taken a bungalow and was taken of the money orders and by means of ditch, etc., and there used
about it.
decided to remain in Nome through- registered letters also created. The for power purposes water returned to
river at same point.
out the winter. Atwater and Totem figures speak for themselves.
The Alaskan.
come
to
there
The Territorial Engineer will take
New
Year's
"I
and
believe
be
would
there
a falling
spend
"The Alaskan." a musical comedy,
will be presented at the Elks' theater at the reception the various threads off per day in the first, third and this application up for consideration
of the tangle are straightened out fourth class postage of about six hun- on the 17th day of April, 1910, and all
Wednesday night, February 9.
with a happy prospect for all hands. dred
per cent more than was paid to persons who may oppose the granting
The story of "The Alaskan"
is
mail 3,000,000 pounds of printed paper. of the above application must file
somewhat unique in the fact that it
their objections substantiated with afIf you would have a safe yet certain Where would the deficit be then?
really possesses a plot to be followed
"What would be the result upon the fidavits (properly backed with applicaand a heart story that rings true while Cough Remedy in the home, try Dr.
the opportunities for local color are Shoop's at least once. It is thorough- merchandising of this country in the tion number) with the Territorial Enunlimited.
Combining these three it ly unlike any other Cough prepara- curtailing of business to this enormous gineer on or before that date.
we plant three potaVERNON L. SULLIVAN,
would appear that this comic opera tion. Its taste will be
entirely new amount? Just as
Territorial Engineer.
well deserves that success that has to you unless it is already your fav- to eyes in a hill and secure a pail full
come to it for how seldom in the orite Cough Remedy.
No opium, of potatoes, just so do the magazines
musical comedy of the present day chloroform, or any other
More people are taking Foley's
stupefying sow the seed not only for business
can there be found more than a sin- ingredients are used. The tender leaves and general prosperity, hut for a Kidney Remedy every year. It is congle thread upon which to hang a of a harmless,
sidered the most effective remedy for
moun- profit to the postoffice department.
series of tunes and melodies.
tainous shrub, give to Dr. Shoop's
"In America we boast that intellect- all kidney and bladder troubles that
The story tells how Peter Harrison Cough Remedy its wonderful curative uality is approaching its zenith, and medical science can devise.
Foley's
goes to Alaska in the first rush of properties. It is truly a most certain yet we raise the voice of criticism Kidney Remedy corrects irregulariHe
discovers
and
rich
prospecting.
trustworthy prescription. Sold against the department that educates ties, builds up the system and restores
ground in an unknown district near by Stripling-Burrow- s
Co.
with no word of criticism, for in lost vitality. Sold by all druggists.
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SPECIAL MASTER'S
SALE.
No. 63H.
Territory of New Mexico.
County of Santa Fe.
In the District Court.
FOR RENT OR SALE A gsod typ&
Thomas K. D. Maddison, Plaintiff,
vs.
writer. J. B. Sloan.
The Consolidated Mining & Smelting
modern
RENT Six room
FOR
Company, et al.. Defendants.
Notice is hereby given that the un- brick house. O. C. Watson Co.
dersigned, heretofore appointed SpeWANTED Boarders and roomerr
cial Master, under and by virtue of
107 Johnson street.
at
the decree of foreclosure rendered in
the District Court of the First Judiof the
cial District of the Territory of New fying said decree, and by virtue
vested in him. will, at the
Mexico, within and for the County of authority
Notice speciSanta Fe. entered on the 7th day of time and place in this sell
at public
fied, offer for sale and
D.
A.
cause
in
1909.
that
January,
for cash,
bidder
to
auction
the
highest
wherein Thomas K. D. Maddison is
in scoordance with the terms of said
Consolidated
and
The
Mining
plaintiff
decree, the said real and personal
& Smelting Company, et al., are deproperty.
on
12th
fendants, will,
Saturday, the
F. J. OTERO.
day of March, 1910, at the hour of
Special Master.
2 o'clock p. m., at the front door of
the court house, in the City of Santa
You economize greatly when using
Fe, Santa Fe County, New Mexico, Dr.
new coffee substitute
sell at public auction to the highest knownShoop's
to first class grocers everyand best bidder for cash, in accord- where as Dr.
Shoop's Health Coffee.
ance with the said decree, the follow- A 25c 1
pound pacRage gives 100
ing described property,
cups of a wonderfully satisfying table
All that mining and smelting prop- drink.
Pure toasted grains malt,
erty located at Los Cerrillos, Santa nuts, etc., give to Health Coffee a
Fe County, New Mexico, constituting wholesome, and satisfying taste and
a smelter, and also the following flavor. And there is not a grain of
mines or mining claims located in real coffee in it Besides, Health
said Cerrillos Mining District, in said Coffee is "made in a minute." No 20
The Tom to 30 minutes tedious boiling. Sold
County and Territory:
Payne Mining Claim, The Golden bv Frank Andrews.
Eagle Mining Claim, The Sukie Mining Claim, The Sukie, Jr. Mining
TABLE ALL
Claim, The Albany Mining Claim, and
LOCAL TRAINS
The Santiago Mining Claim, together
with all improvements thereon; also
thirty-fivacres of land, more or less,
Leave Santa Fe at 9 a .m. to con-- I
in the southeast quarter of Section IS, nect with No. 10 from the south and
Township 14 North, Ranee 8 East.
west, also No. 3 from the east, re-- j
Also two dwelling houses, one of- turning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. m.
fice and assay building, safe, desks,
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to conalso takes
chairs, stoves, scales and assayer's nect with No. 1 west-bounone bin house with passengers for No. 2
passimplements;
one elevator, one mo ing Lamy at 6:30 p. rn. Returning
crusher,
one roller,
arrive at Santa F'e 6:30 p. m. with No.
tor, 15 horse-power- ;
one crushes,
one screen, 3 feet l's connection only.
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to conby 10; two sampling machines; one
chain elevator; one engine, 30 horse nect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-bounReturnand Nos. 4 and S
power; two boilers, 60 horse-poweone feed pump; one heater with en- ing arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 p. m.
one blower; one
gine, 75 horse-power- ;
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
shovels,
dynamo; one force pump;
Train leaves for the north at 10:15
picks, steel bars, tools, electric suplead furnace; one a m.
plies; one 100-toTrain arrives from the north at 4
copper-furnace- ;
slag pots, settling pots, bullion moulds, wheelbar- p. m.
New Mexico Central.
rows; steam, water and air pipe; slag
Train leaves Santa Fe at 1:45.
elevator building; one motor, 15
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 5:25.
I.orse-poweblacksmith's
shop and
,
matte hous-- blacksmith tools, anvil,
The New Mexican can
bellows, crusher; motor, 15 horseprinting
power; reverbatory furnace building; equal to that done in any of the large
reverbatory furnace, 72 by 20; lime! cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
iron work we turn out. Try our stock once
kiln; dust flume with
stock; one railroad scales, one wagon and you will certainly come again. 7e
scale, and three platform scales; one have all the facilities for turning out
two j every class of work, including one ol
stone water tank and cooler;
iron water tanks; water pipe connect- - the best binderies in the west
ing with town water works; also pipe j
line connecting with spring on Wil- 1T
IT
MIL,
lison property about one-hal- f
mile in
length; one frame barn; also various
imnrmrflmflnti!
mini'tii, jiiuvinm,!
mQiliinflrw an.l
v
UlVll Ci5
uiuiiii
j auu
located on above named mining claims
etna iue property oi saiu me uusui- - i
1 10c.-J,a(nMT?4',4ill.At32idated Mining & Smelting Company
It being intended to sell all of the j
property belonging to the defendant, j
The Consolidated Mining & Smelting
Company, of whatever kind or charac-ter, save and except such property as j
was by the decree of foreclosure ren-- !
dered in the above cause found by the
Court and decreed to belong to the
Bank of Commerce of Albuquerque,
Now Mexico, and reference to said de-- !
cree is hereby made for a description
Will be Inaugurated
to said
of said property belonging
bank.
MARCH 1st. 1910
Said property will be sold at the
time and place aforesaid, for the purFor this occasion the
pose of satisfying the said plaintiff
SANTA PE will sell tickets
and the owners or holders of the
trom all points in New Mexbonds and coupons of said defendant.
Trinidad and El Paso,
ico,
The Consolidated Mining & Smelting
the
to
Capitil CJity atone
outstanding, amounting to
the round trip.
lor
fare
x
tli;.' sum of two huDdred and sixty-siand
thousand dollars ($266,000),
27, 28, & Mar. 1st.
which said sum, together with interOF
est thereon at the rate of six per cent
per annum from the date of said deReturn Limit March 3rd 1910
cree until paid, was decreed to be a
firsl lien upon the property hereinbefore described, together with the
TAKE THE
costs herein to be taxed, and other
allowances, expenses and disburse"SANTA FE all the way"
ments as may hereafter be fixed by
the Court; and the undersigned Special Master, for the purpose of satis- NOTICE OF
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ZTT5j California
the

Land of Perpetual Summer

NOW IS THE TIME TO GO THERE

rftfiQn
Limit,

ix

Months

Los Angeles
or San Diego

AND RETUrn

700

One way, commencing
VLD.VV March
l8t 1910.
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY

n tn Fp ngent for particulars, timetable"!
Call on or address any 8a
Literature etc. pertaining to California and
the Great Southwest.

H. S. LUTZ

Agent, Santa Fe,

N. M.
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CASH

4

Are coming down and we are
always the first to let you know it

Hall coffee,
lbs
White House coffee, 2
lbs
Dates, new and fresh, 2
lbs
One pound new Seeded
Raisins
One pound Cleaned Cur-

Barringtou

i

35c
Bananas, per doz
Fresh Kansas eggs, dz.37
Fresh Estancia eggs, dz..40c
50c
Freeh City eggs, doz
Butter, Merritt's Best,
75c
per lb. 40c, 2 lbs
Butter, Creamery, good
35c
per lb
Lemons, new crop, per dz.25c
Grapefruit, new crop, 10c
$1.10
each, per doz
Oranges, per doz. ..25 to 55c
Fine celery, 2 bunches ..15c

2

5c. lb.

j

Re-die-

j

j

,

'

re-an-

I

Syl-vanit- e,

al

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

,
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ni inn
rinnT
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HACK SERVICE
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Buggies and Saddle Horses

ITHE
A

"Friend-Making-

?

BIG

i

STORE
We want to clean up this entire stock of
winter goods; we'd a good deal rather give
you the benefit of our extremely low prices
now than to carry these goods through until
next fall; we're willing to allow you something on the price a good generous slice of
it to pay you for doing the carrying over.

"

SALE

We're selling Hart Schaffner & Marx fine
suits atd overcoats in this sale; if you're
familiar with what that name stands for, we
need'nt say any more except to quote prices.
If you're not familiar by experience, now's
a good time for you to learn the value of

JsE thing we like about
a clearance sale like ours,
if we don't make a lot
of profit, selling clothes at less
than they're worth, we certainly do make a lot of friends.
Every time we get a man into
one of our

good clothes.

SUITS & OVERCOATS

from
from
from

HART SCHAFFfER & MARX

suits and overcoats, we know
we've made him a solid friend
of our store, and of our merchandise. And we know that
friends are worth a good deal
more to a business than a few
dollars of immediate profit.

1910.

It will be a LIVELY DEBATE OVER
Products Dinner. The honor of one'n
most enjoyable social event and will
ADDITIONAL CENSUS BILL. name and product on the Menu is held
be held in the cosy assembly room
is keen
high and the competition
at the public library. Refreshments
(Continued From Hage fwo.)
(Continued From Page One.)
among the growers of delectable
will be served.
tnings. Everything used for the
Reported Mounted Po- should be anointed to enumerate spread is on display in the lobby of
Train Report Denver and Rio
Lynching
B.
this
Otero
reported
Grande one hour and twenty minutes liceman Page
Hardwick The Albany Hotel for two days.
negroes,
Representative
late; the New Mexico Central two afternoon a rumor that a lynching (Ga.), declared it was being done to
Every year the Albany has its Cohad occurred at Clovis, but telegrams
and a half hours late.
colored vote and to rally lorado Products Dinner, usuallv in
the
"rally
Train Recorts Section 2 of Xo. 3 to Clovis from the Xew Mexican re colored delegates in the national con- January when the Colorado Stock- is expected here at 4 p. in.; stub of mained unanswered and none of the vention of the Republican party."
growers Association is in convention
Xo. 1 on time; regular Xo. 1 at 9; authorities here had been notified.
Madden (111.) said here and the Western Xational Liv
Representative
Stock
Heavy Snow at Roswell Snow be the
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of building material.
YVRDOMHICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
Phone Red 100
Red Phone 100

TOM AS
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ap-wh-

EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds

FEBRUARY

non-partis-

nut In '4

F. ANDREWS

4.

10c

Cabbage and Parsnips,
4c
per lb
25c
Nine bars Teepe Soap
Seven bars Diamond C,
25c
Soap
Six bars Pearl White
25c
Soap
14
Hardwater Castile
25c
Soap
Three Dutch Cleansers. . .25c
Nos. 1 and 2 Lamp Chim
.15c
neys, 2 for

25c

Sweet Corn, per can . .10c
15 to 35c
Canned Fruits,
10, 15, 20, 25c
Salmon
Columbian Milk, 3 for
1.00
25c, thirteen for
Green Chile. 3 for 25c,
$1.00
thirteen for
1909 Walnuts, per lb. . . .20c
Ripe Olives, pt. can . ..20c
Turnips, beets, carrots,
4c
per lb
.

25c

25c

lbs

Extra

Good
Tomatoes,
No. 3's, 2 for

75c

10c
rants
Best Patent Flonr. sk...$1.65
Fresh Corn Meal, 24 lbs.. 65c
Potatoes, cwt. $1.45, 14

Sweet Potatoes

5c. lb.

75c
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an's Board of Trade.
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GROCERY AND BAKERY
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$17.50
$25.00
$20.00

Lots of good bargains to be had in our
other department: we're clearing stock in
shirts, in neckwear, in fancy waistcoats;
hosiery, hats, Whatever you need to wear
is here, and just now is a good time to save
money on it.
This store is the home of
HART SCHAFFNER &
MARX clothes.
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Hart Scbaffner & Marx
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SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.

